
 

PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

Thursday, March 12, 2020 
SCRD Boardroom, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, B.C. 

 AGENDA 
 

CALL TO ORDER 9:30 a.m. 
  

AGENDA  

1.  Adoption of Agenda  

PRESENTATIONS AND DELEGATIONS 

2.  Maria Stanborough RPP, MCIP, Principal Consultant, C+S Planning Group 
Regarding Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan 
 
 

Verbal 

REPORTS 

3.  Planner and Planning Technician – Sunshine Coast Childcare Action Plan 
(Voting – All) 
 

Annex A  
pp 1 - 152 

4.  Planning Technician – Development Variance Permit Application DVP00047 
(Simoes for Bickerton) 
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex B  
pp 153 - 160 

5.  General Manager, Planning and Community Development – Lease Renewal for 
Halfmoon Bay Dock 
Ports Service (Voting – B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex C  
pp 161 - 162 

6.  Electoral Area A (Egmont/Pender Harbour) APC Minutes of February 26, 2020 
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex D  
pp 163 - 164 

7.  Electoral Area B (Halfmoon Bay) APC Minutes of February 25, 2020 
Electoral Area B (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex E  
pp 165 - 166 

8.  Electoral Area D (Roberts Creek) APC Minutes of February 24, 2020 
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex F  
pp 167 - 169 

9.  Electoral Area E (Elphinstone) APC Minutes of February 26, 2020 
Electoral Area E (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex G  
pp 170 - 172 

10.  Electoral Area F (West Howe Sound) APC Minutes of February 25, 2020 
Electoral Area F (Rural Planning) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F) 
 

Annex H  
pp 173 - 175 

11.  Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of February 25, 2020 
(Regional Planning) (Voting – All) 
 
 
 
 
 

Annex I 
pp 176 - 178 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

12.  Carla Jack, Provincial Toponymist, BC Geographical Names Office, Heritage 
Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural 
Development, dated January 23, 2020 
Regarding shíshálh Nation proposals to change names within the shíshálh swiya 
(Voting – All) 
 

Annex J  
pp 179 - 181 

13.  Amanda Girard, Planning Forester, BC Timber Sales, Ministry of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development, dated January 27, 2020 
Regarding BC Timber Sales Sunshine Coast 2020 - 2024 Operational Plan 
(Voting – All) 
  

Annex K  
pp 182 - 183 

NEW BUSINESS 

IN CAMERA 

That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section 90 
(1) (a) of the Community Charter – “personal information about an identifiable individual who 
holds or is being considered for a position as an officer, employee or agent of the 
municipality or another position appointed by the municipality.” 

ADJOURNMENT 

 



SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT 

  TO: Planning and Community Development Committee – March 12, 2020 

AUTHORS: Julie Clark, Planner  
  Kasha Janota-Bzowska, Planning Technician I 

SUBJECT: Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

THAT the report titled Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan be received;  

AND THAT 2029 targets for Sunshine Coast child care spaces as identified Child Care 
Action Plan be approved;  

AND THAT SCRD collaborate with other Sunshine Coast local governments to sign a 
joint letter to the Provincial Minister of Children and Family, advocating for 
implementation of Universal Child Care Development;  

AND THAT SCRD appoint a staff member to the Joint Child Care Council. 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this report is to present the Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan and 
recommend next steps within SCRD mandate. 
 
SCRD was a signatory to the grant which secured funds ($67,150) to develop the Child Care 
Action Plan, recently completed for the Sunshine Coast (Attachment A).The grant and the 
resulting steering committee was administered by the District of Sechelt with active participation 
from the Town of Gibsons, SCRD, other government agencies, non government agencies, local 
businesses, and local child care advocates.  
 
The following resolution was adopted at the January 10, 2019 Board Meeting: 

004/19 cont. Recommendation No. 5       Child Care Planning Grant for the Sunshine 
Coast (District of Sechelt) 

 THAT the report titled Child Care Planning Grant for the Sunshine Coast 
(District of Sechelt) be received; 

 AND THAT SCRD supports the District of Sechelt’s application to the 
UBCM Child Care Planning Program (2019); 

 AND THAT SCRD contribute in-kind services to Child Care Planning for 
the Sunshine Coast project. 

ANNEX A
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2020-03-12 PCD Report SC Child Care Action Plan 

The need to increase the number of child care spaces and services on the Sunshine Coast has 
been identified for many years. The Progress Plan, a collaborative project lead by the 
Community Resource Centre in 2013-2015, was created in service of improving the economic 
well-being of women on the Coast. Among other needs, The Progress Plan documented the 
need to improve access to and affordability of child care services to improve women’s (and 
families) economic well-being on the Coast.  Increased access to and affordability of child care 
has benefits beyond women and families, it benefits employers like the SCRD who are looking 
to retain or attract staff. 

In 2018, the Province of BC declared a commitment to create affordable, accessible and quality 
child care by announcing additional funding for child care initiatives. Funding was directed 
towards increasing subsidies for parents, pilot child care programs, and the launch of Child Care 
Action Plans for 70 communities across British Columbia.  
 

DISCUSSION 

Mandates  

Provincial: Licensed daycares are regulated by the Province of BC through the Community 
Care and Assisted Living Act, the Child Care Licensing Regulation, and the standards of 
practice. Funding for further facilities or subsidy programs is also a Provincial mandate. 

Local Governments: Official Community Plans and their corresponding Zoning Bylaws are the 
community’s tools, via local government, for locating services such as child care. For example: 

• SCRD OCPs contain policies that support educational, institutional and community 
uses which align with child care.  

• SCRD Zoning Bylaws No. 310 and 337 permit “family or child group daycare facilities 
for not more than 7 children at one time, including all children under 12 years of age 
in all zones, except RU4B.  

• Education facility or day care is a permitted use in the Commercial (C2A), 
Comprehensive Development 1 (CD1) zone which are in or near to village cores / 
community hubs. 

Report Findings 
 
The findings of the Child Care Action Plan identify that the Sunshine Coast is experiencing a 
severe lack of child care, where less than one in five families is able to secure licensed 
(regulated) child care. The ratio drops to approximately one in nine families for infant toddler 
care (0-3 years) and one in eleven families for before and after school care (6-12 years). 
 
The lack of accesible, affordable and quality child care has impacts on the economic 
development of the region, the health and well-being of families and the long term success of 
children.   
 
Five recommendations are included in the plan to focus collective effort on the actions that are 
most urgently required: 
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1. Endorse the 2029 targets (as identified in the plan) for licenced child care, for an 
additional:  

• 900 spaces for before- and after-school care for children 6-12 years old  
• 380 full-time day care spaces for children 0-3 years old  
• 180 full-time day care spaces for children 3-5 years old  

2. Advocate for a universal child care system  
3. Develop initiatives to attract and maintain early childhood education workers  
4. Create a streamlined process for child care in BC  
5. Create a Joint Child Care Council for the Sunshine Coast.  

While the report emphasizes the targets for increasing child care spaces, it also acknowledges 
that a primary challenge for the Sunshine Coast is attracting and retaining qualified child care 
staff. Achieving the targets will not be possible without making progress on attracting and 
retaining qualified employees. 

Municipal and Regional District Actions  

SCRD’s 2019-2023 Strategic Plan includes a focus on advocacy, and specifically highlights the 
need for advocacy with the Ministry of Children and Family Development to increase funding for 
child care facilities and services. To implement SCRD strategic plan goal (5.6) and the 
recommendations of the Child Care Action Plan, staff recommend that SCRD:  

• Endorse the child care space targets as identified in the Child Care Action Plan  
• Be a signatory to a joint letter from local governments to the Ministry of Children and 

Family Development, advocating for implementation of the Universal Child Care System. 
On February 19, 2020, District of Sechelt Council gave direction to their staff to initiate 
the letter and seek other local government signatories. 

Beyond the five priority recommendations, there are a further 12 actions identified to increase 
child care services on the Sunshine Coast of actions are over the short, medium and long term. 
Local governments are identified as having a role to play in many of the actions.The report 
refers to local governments as a group and does not distinguish the differing roles and 
opportunities that the municipalities and SCRD have based on legislative authority and on 
OCPs. 

Municipal OCPs forecast development density that is greater than OCPs for the rural area. This 
results in a higher density of services in the municipalities. Larger scale development 
applications, more typical within municipalities, provide the opportunity to negotiate with 
developers for a Community Amenity Contribution such as for a child care space or financial 
contribution. These opportunities are possible in the regional district, however they are 
uncommon. 

SCRD does not have a service function for child care. Beyond advocacy, the main opportunities 
for SCRD to enable improvements to child care availability are through OCP policies, Zoning 
Bylaw regulations and through creative use of SCRD-owned property or facilities such as 
recreation centres.  

As rural area OCPs and corresponding bylaws are updated, there are opportunities to refine the 
current policies and regulations to reflect the recommendations of the Child Care Action Plan. 
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The proposed Joint Child Care Plan and Council will be a valuable resource for staff in this 
process. The District of Sechelt recently supported staff recommendations to move forward with 
initiation of the council. SCRD staff recommend becoming member of the Joint Child Care 
Council, with level of participation guided by the relevance of specific topics / agenda items to 
SCRD’s mandate. 

SCRD also has a role in ensuring integration among regional plans to address interconnected 
issues. For example, the recently-collected feedback from childcare providers could inform the 
Sunshine Coast Housing Needs Assessment. Access to and affordability of housing needs is 
directly tied to the challenges of staffing child care facilities on the Sunshine Coast. 

Organization and Intergovernmental Implications 

In the short term, implications are staff time to collaborate on an advocacy letter to MCFD and 
Terms of reference review for the Joint Child Care Council. The future level of participation in 
the Joint Child Care Council would depend on the relevance of specific topics / agenda items to 
SCRD’s mandate. 

Financial Implications 

N/A. 

Timeline for next steps or estimated completion date 

The District of Sechelt is taking the lead to write a letter to local governments and other 
stakeholders to invite participation in the Joint Child Care Council. Staff expect this request to 
arrive in Q2. 

Communications Strategy 

The Child Care Action Plan reflects feedback from a robust community engagement process 
that included 440 returned surveys from families and 18 child care providers. Further feedback 
received through focus groups and interviews with stakeholders was incorporated into the Child 
Care Action Plan. 

STRATEGIC PLAN AND RELATED POLICIES 

SCRD Strategic Plan 2019-2023 has identified Increasing Intergovernmental Collaboration (3.3) 
as a strategy for increasing regional partnership. In addition, advocacy for increasing care child 
funding support for facilities and services is articulated within focus area 5.6 of the strategic 
plan. 

CONCLUSION 

As a member of the Steering Committee for the Child Care Action Plan, SCRD has received a 
copy of the plan. Staff recommend SCRD endorse the child care targets for the Sunshine Coast, 
and become a signatory to a letter to MCFD advocating for implementation of universal child 
care.  Staff recommend becoming a member of the proposed Joint Child Care Council. 
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Attachments 

Attachment A – Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan 
 
 

Reviewed by: 
Manager X - D. Pady Finance  
GM X – I. Hall Legislative  
CAO X – D. McKinley Other  
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BACKGROUND
The following report summarizes the recommendations and action items, as well 
as work completed for the Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan. Sections 1-5 
focus on current conditions and outcomes, while sections 6-9 and Appendices 
provide the background to the findings. This structure of the document is  
designed to emphasize next steps and actionable items.

In 2018 the Provincial Government of British Columbia made a commitment to 
affordable, accessible, and quality child care by announcing additional funding of 
$1.3 billion over three years for child care initiatives.1 Funding was directed toward 
increased subsidies for parents, $10/day pilot child care programs, and the launch 
of Child Care Action Plans for 70 communities across the province.

Constituencies in the Sunshine Coast applied for, and were successful in securing 
funding for a Child Care Action Plan for the region. This document represents the 
child care needs assessment and action plan for the District of Sechelt, the Town 
of Gibsons, and the Sunshine Coast Regional District. 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

 
 needed it

 
 and retain trained staff

 
 of child care spaces on the Sunshine Coast, such as affordability and staffing

1E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

1 https://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2018/childcare/2018_Child_Care_BC.pdf

“I am excited that we are going through the process, what we 
will find in your analysis, how to create a collaborative structure. 
We need to look at how to address other systemic barriers.”
Government staff
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

FINDINGS
The findings indicate that the Sunshine Coast is experiencing a severe lack of child 
care, where less than one in five families is able to secure licensed (regulated) child 
care. The ratio drops to approximately one in nine families for infant/toddlers (0 to 3 
years old) and one in 11 families for before- and after-school care (6-12 years old).

Affordability was identified as a key area of concern. Based on current data for housing 
and child care costs for the communities of the Sunshine Coast:2

 
 monthly family income on housing and child care. 

 
 after tax monthly family income on housing and child care. 

 
 food, clothing, transportation, health care, and other daily expenses. 
 

The lack of accessible, affordable and quality child 
care has impacts on the economic development of 
the region, the health and well being of families, and 
the long term success of children.
This Action Plan sets 10-year targets for the creation of new child care spaces, with the 

before- and after-school care. 

TARGETS FOR CHILD CARE SPACES

AN ADDITIONAL

180
FULL TIME LICENSED 

DAY CARE SPACES 
FOR CHILDREN  

3-5

AN ADDITIONAL

380
FULL-TIME LICENSED 

DAY CARE SPACES  
FOR CHILDREN  

UP TO 3

AN ADDITIONAL

900
SPACES FOR LICENSED 
BEFORE- AND AFTER- 

SCHOOL CARE FOR 
CHILDREN 6-12

2 The details of this research can be found in Section 8.3.
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FIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
In addition to establishing targets, the Action Plan makes five (5) recommendations for 
improving the situation and prospects for child care on the Sunshine Coast:

1. Endorse the targets for child care spaces recommended in this plan
2. Advocate for a universal child care system
3. Continue to develop initiatives to attract and maintain early childhood education  
 workers 
4. Create a streamlined process for child care throughout British Columbia
5. Create a Joint Child Care Council for the Sunshine Coast The fifth recommendation is 
specifically targeted at the local level. Child care is primarily the domain of the Provincial 
Government, and also receives funding and policy support from the Federal Govern-
ment. However, there are important steps that local governments and their partners can 
take to support child care services in their communities.

SUNSHINE COAST ADVANTAGE
The Sunshine Coast has a significant advantage in implementing the recommendations 
of this report given the high level of collaboration between key community partners 

 
Committee has endorsed the concept of evolving into a Joint Child Care (JCC) Council, 
and would include representatives from:

The JCC would act as the oversight body for child care in the region generally, and 
would specifically focus on monitoring and coordinating the recommendations from 
this report. 

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

 
 Education program

14
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V I S I O N  F O R  C H I L D  C A R E 2While a Vision for child care is not essential to the development of child care services,  
a well-crafted vision statement can help to clarify and solidify approaches for moving 
forward. We propose the following Child Care Vision for the Sunshine Coast:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND ASSUMPTIONS

1. That accessible, affordable and quality child care is an essential part of ensuring  
 an equitable society where all children, including those who may be more  
 marginalized (e.g. lower income, Indigenous, new immigrants, those with extra  
 support needs), have opportunities to grow and develop to their full potential.
2. That accessible, affordable and quality child care can ensure all children have the  
 support and guidance to help them develop the social, physical and emotional  
 skills they need to succeed.
3. That accessible, affordable and quality child care is essential to supporting  
 healthy and thriving families.
4. Without improvements to the salaries and working conditions for Early Childhood  
 Educators (ECEs), there will not be enough ECEs for the anticipated number of  
 child care spaces needed for the Sunshine Coast.
5. That the short term costs of child care to governments are off-set by the long  
 term savings to social service infrastructure, including improved economic  
 conditions for families and reduced demand for health and legal services.
6. No one jurisdiction or organization is responsible for child care; therefore,  
 partnerships and collaboration among many parties are essential if child care  
 needs are to be successfully addressed.
7. The Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan should be ambitious, but also  
 practical, realistic, and within the means of the pertinent stakeholders to pursue.

Throughout the Sunshine Coast, families who want child  
care have access to quality, affordable and inclusive services, 
and these child care services ensure all children have the  
opportunity to develop in supported and engaging environments.

15
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C O S T- B E N E F I T S  O F  C H I L D  C A R E

Studies show that children who enter kindergarten with a higher skill set generally  
experience fewer grade repetitions, more on time graduation, lower dropout rates and 
higher post-secondary attendance than those that enter with vulnerabilities. The more 
education and skills that people acquire, the more able they become, leading to higher 
productivity. In turn, job prospects are brighter and potential earnings are higher, ultimately 
reducing the likelihood of an individual ending up in poverty and/or on welfare. A U.S. 
study showed that participants of an early childhood education program were less 
likely to smoke, drink alcohol, and use drugs, while they were more likely to own a home 
and a car. 
(from ‘Early Childhood Education has Widespread and Long Lasting Benefits,’  
TD Economics 2012) 

Child care and early childhood education multipliers across Canada range in value, from 1.6 to 2.78, depending on the region 
being considered. This means that for every dollar invested in child care, the economy’s output can be increased up to $2.78.

According to a study 
by the McKinsey Global 

Institute, closing the 
gender gap [in Canada] 
could add $150 billion in  

incremental GDP by 
2026 or a 0.6 per cent 

increase in annual GDP, 
which amounts to a 6 
per cent increase over  
the business-as-usual  
GDP growth forecast. 
(from ‘Who Cares?:  
Why Canada Needs  
a Public Child Care  

A 2011 OECD report shows that in Canada the proportion of working women who 
work fewer than 30 hours per week (part time) has risen since 1976. High rates of 
workers involved in part time and fragmented work arrangements reduces overall 

and fragmented work arrangements.

Child care is a labour intensive 
industry, which helps to make it 
an employment creating sector.  
Every one full time job in child 
care creates or sustains up to 
2.15 jobs in Canada.
(From ‘The Economic Value of 
Child Care’, County of Wellington 
Child Care Services)

The child care crisis on the Sunshine Coast negatively affects the mental, emotional 
and physical health of children, parents and guardians, child care providers, and 
staff at service organizations. It also impacts the economic development of the 
region as parents are not able to return to work, parents/guardians are choosing to 
leave the region, entrepreneurs with young children are not moving to the region, 
and employers face challenges in finding staff to effectively run their businesses. 

The following are some things to consider regarding the cost-benefits of child care:
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3 https://www.childcarecanada.org/sites/default/files/ECEC-in-Canada-2016.pdf
4 Metro Vancouver 2019 Survey of Licensed Child Care Spaces, http://www.metrovancouver.org/boards/GVRD/RD_2019-Nov-29_AGE.pdf; Squamish Child Care Action Plan;  
 Comox Valley Child Care Action Plan
5 http://www.childrenspartnershipsurreywr.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/CHILD-CARE-GAP-ASSESSMENT-FINAL.pdf; https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/ 
 89-652-x/89-652-x2014005-eng.htm

The Sunshine Coast has a ratio of approximately 
17 licensed child care spaces for every 100 children  
aged 0-12. This ratio is comparable to the BC 
average of 18, and below the national average of 
27.3 The current provision of licensed child care 
leaves slightly more than four out of every five 
families without a licensed child care option.

This chart represents communities 
of a similar size to the Sunshine 
Coast, with the exception of 
Vancouver and the Comox Valley. 
Vancouver was chosen given its 
importance to the province as 
a whole, while the Comox Valley 
was selected as it shares many 
of the same contextual elements 
as the Sunshine Coast – influx of 
residents from the Lower Main-
land, geographic dispersion of 
communities, significant increase 
in housing costs, and difficulty of 
finding and retaining ECE staff in 
the community.

While a 1:1 ratio of child care spaces to children may be ideal, it is not a realistic 
goal given the existing gap. It may not be required, either, given that some parents  
will choose to have their child care needs covered in other ways – parent or 
guardian staying at home, support from friends or family, or a different in-home 
situation such as a nanny. 

In our recommendations, we are proposing an aspirational target of child care 

before- and after- school care). These ratios are informed by other studies done 

completed by Statistics Canada.5

Table 2: Comparable Communities:4

Table 1: Licensed Child Care Spaces to Population

    Percentage of  
  Number of Number of Children with Ratio Spaces
 Age Children Spaces Access to Care to Children

 0-

 

Community Approximate % of Child Care   
 Space for Children under 12

Sunshine Coast 17% 

Comox Valley 17%

Vancouver 19%

Squamish 21%

Langley City 22%

North Vancouver 24%

Port Coquitlam 25%

West Vancouver 30%

BC AVERAGE 18%

CANADIAN AVERAGE 27%

“Options are so 
bleak here that 

parents don’t 
have the luxury 

of thinking about 
what they would 

prefer.”
Community care worker
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universal child care system that would ultimately see quality, accessible and affordable 
child care available to all families who are seeking child care. The Steering Committee 
for this project emphasized their support of universal child care in their community.

The BC Statistics population projections for children on the Sunshine Coast for the next  
10 years is as follows:6

Using the BC Stats figures for 2029, determining  
the desired ratio of child care spaces (70% or 60%) 
and subtracting current child care spaces, we  
recommend the following 10-year targets:

 
 after- school care for children 6-127 

 
8 

 
9

6  https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/statistics/people-population-community/population/population-estimates
7  based on 60% of the estimated number of children in this age range by 2029
8  based on 70% of the estimated number of children in this age range by 2029
9  based on 70% of the estimated number of children in this age range by 2029

Year 0 - 3 3 - 5 6 - 12 

2020 655 635 1685

2021 669 676 1675

2022 667 724 1615

2023 662 704 1619

2024 652 719 1634

2025 648 714 1678

2026 643 707 1687

2027 639 696 1698

2028 639 693 1741

2029 634 689 1783

3000

2000

1000

0
 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

0-3 3-5 6-12

Graph 1: Population Projections for the Sunshine Coast – 2020-2029
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C H I L D  C A R E  S P A C E  TA R G E T S

12

In order to address the shortfall of licensed child 
care spaces, we are recommending the following 
time frame for new spaces. The short term targets 
are based on projects underway and set to be  
completed by 2022.

3.1 SHORT TERM
 
In the short term (2020-2022), we anticipate approximately 129 new spaces for 
licensed child care including:

 
 children 30 months – 5 years; with an addition of 16 before- and after-school age  
 care spaces (completion date 2020)  

 
 months – 5 years. The licensee may elect to also run an after-school program. A  
 provider for this service has not been selected. 

 
 25 spaces for children 30 months – 5 years

3.2 MEDIUM TERM
 
For licensed child care in the medium term (2022-2025)10

3.3 LONG TERM
 
For licensed child care in the long term (2025-2029)

10 These targets will require an overhaul of the child care service delivery model
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3.4 STAFFING TO MEET NEEDS
 
Although the foregoing targets represent our best estimate of child care spaces required  
to meet anticipated need, it is recognized that the spaces can only be operational with 
an increase in available trained staff on the Sunshine Coast. Increasing the number of 
available staff will require a concerted effort from all levels of government, including 
provincial (e.g. increase in overall funding support for child care and training), federal 
(e.g. increase in funding supports to provincial and local governments) and local  
(e.g. provision of no or low cost facilities).

While the short term targets are feasible if child care providers are able to secure the 
necessary staff, the longer term targets are not feasible unless there are improvements 
to the child care system. This will require ensuring enough working age people are 
entering the field, that child care providers can operate on a financially viable basis – 
especially for Infant/Toddler care – and that the system is streamlined in order to make 
it more efficient and effective.

3.5 AREAS OF GREATEST NEED IN THE  
SUNSHINE COAST

While child care is needed throughout the region, the GIS mapping (Section 9) high-
lights areas where there is most need. The northern part of the Sunshine Coast and 
central Sechelt are identified as areas with a very poor ratio of licensed child care 
spaces to children. When considering vulnerable populations, Sechelt is the area most 
in need of child care.

C H I L D  C A R E  S P A C E  TA R G E T S

“For families with children that have extra support needs, they feel very 
underrepresented and without a voice. These families are really under the 
gun. Those are the parents who really need the breaks. When their children 
can’t get into child care because staff isn’t available, it is creating very  
difficult situations for already vulnerable children and families.”
Community care worker
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4

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
Provincial ministries have the following responsibilities for child care services:

Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD)

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Education

Recent initiatives taken by the Province include: 11

 
 move toward a universal child care system that included immediate child care  
 fee reductions, investments in more child care spaces, and increases to Early  
 Childhood Educator wages (among other initiatives)

 
 throughout the province 

 
 the definition of early years from 0-6 to 0-8, overlapping with the early  
 elementary years, supporting alignment across early learning environments  
 towards smoother transitions for children moving from early years programs to  
 elementary school

11 From the EDI BC 2019 Provincial Report

G O V E R N M E N T  R O L E S  A N D  
R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S

The recommendations that follow are based on the recognition that 
funding, policy, and support for child care are first and foremost a 
provincial responsibility. However, child care access and availability 
can also be enhanced by actions at both the federal and local levels of 
government. The following summarizes key roles and responsibilities 
of the various levels of government with respect to child care.
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G O V E R N M E N T  R O L E S  A N D  R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S

15

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT12

Provides child care for First Nations, Inuit and Métis children and families, families 
serving in the Canadian military, and some newcomers to Canada enrolled in language 
programs.

The Federal government also administers:

 
 Indigenous Early Learning and Child Care Framework

Recent initiatives taken by the Federal Government include:
 

 importance of paternal leave; 
 

 across the country through the Multilateral Early Learning and Child Care Framework  
 (2017) and Indigenous Early Learning and Child Care Framework agreements (2018) 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
While the Province is responsible for the child care mandate in BC, there are ways that 
local governments can positively impact accessible, affordable, quality child care:

 
 and provide appropriate opportunities to establish child care facilities  
 throughout the community

 
 community non-profit organizations to improve access to child care

 
 spaces

 
 child cares13

 
 seeking to establish, renovate, or expand facilities

12 https://www.childcarecanada.org/sites/default/files/ECEC-in-Canada-2016.pdf
13 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/local-governments/finance/requisition-taxation/tax-exemptions/permissive-tax-exemptions
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5

16

5.1 ENDORSE THE TARGETS FOR CHILD  
CARE SPACES

While the targets identified in the Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan are  
ambitious, they represent a level of child care services for the community that will 
ensure that all families that want child care will be able to access it. 

The recommended targets for child care spaces by 2029 are:
 

 children 6-12 years old
An additional 380 full-time licensed day care spaces for children 0 up to 3 years old 

Local action to support this recommendation:
➽ Endorse the recommended targets for the creation of child care spaces. 
➽ Continue to monitor the creation of child care spaces and identify if targets  
 are being met.
➽ Advocate to the Province for resources to create child care spaces.
➽ Identify potential sites for child care, with consideration such as nearby parks  
 and other community amenities.

5.2 ADVOCATE FOR A UNIVERSAL  
CHILD CARE SYSTEM
 
In order to achieve the targets set out in this report, all levels of government will 
have to work together. Most importantly, the provincial and federal governments 
will have to continue to dedicate resources to establish a universal child care  
system that will provide affordable, accessible and quality child care for all  
families that need it. Improved and ongoing support for child care through  
provincial and federal governments could:

 
 economically disadvantaged families such as single parents, Indigenous  
 families, new immigrants, and otherwise under-served families.

 
 that they can succeed as they mature and enter the work force.

 
 that child care providers continue to provide the best quality care possible.

 
 to the economic vitality of the region while creating safe and healthy families.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

“Throwing money at spaces isn’t going to solve the problem. The problem 
has taken so long to get where it is. They need to look at the systemic pieces, 
not just what is just on the top. Not just the bright shiny objects.”
Child care provider

“At this point parents 
are so desperate they 

will take anything but 
their preference is 

regulated child care, 
in home or group  

centre.”
Community care worker

The five key recommendations are as follows:
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While local and regional governments lack the resources or mandates of senior  
governments with respect to child care, they are the levels of government closest to the 
people and have the most acute sense of needs at the local level.  As such, local and  

 
child care needs, in effect, continuing the process initiated with this Child Care Action Plan.

Local action to support this recommendation:
➽ Advocate with senior levels of government for universal child care.
➽ Monitor the creation of child care spaces.
 
5.3 CONTINUE TO DEVELOP INITIATIVES TO  
ATTRACT AND MAINTAIN EARLY CHILDHOOD  
EDUCATION WORKERS 

Staffing is a critical issue that will need to be addressed in order for universal child care 
to become a reality. This is true for throughout the province, and has been identified 
by the provincial government as an issue. For the Sunshine Coast this has meant that 
some existing child care facilities are not able to offer the full number of child care 
spaces their license offers because they are unable to find staff. 

The low pay, demanding work, and lack of opportunities to advance are all barriers to 
people entering the field. The low pay cannot be sustained by many individuals long-
term, and is a major contributor to burn-out. Throughout the research phase we were 
told that providers will leave the field for work that allows better work/personal-life  
balance.  
 
To improve the opportunities in the ECE field some things to be addressed include:

 
The Province has begun to address staffing issues with: funding a wage increase; 
bursaries for education, which were very well subscribed to; and exploring alternative 
models of education delivery. While these have been seen as a good start, they will 
need to be expanded upon in order to address the significant gap between supply and  
demand of trained ECE personnel.

Local action to support this recommendation:
➽ Advocate with higher levels of government for enhanced funding and supports for  
  ECE training and staff.
➽ Explore opportunities to create affordable housing for ECEs and other child care  
  staff.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

“It is not even that there are not enough spaces. There are not enough staff to 
provide the support. In our community you can clean homes for $25/hour. Child 
care staff are getting just above minimum wage.”
Community care worker
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5.4 CREATE A STREAMLINED PROCESS FOR CHILD 
CARE IN BC

The current system for child care is disjointed, fragmented and, on the whole, failing 
to meet demand. A streamlined process for administering and overseeing child care in 
BC is desperately needed, and would be integral to the design of a universal child care 
system. Currently there are a variety of licensed (regulated) forms of child care, as well 
as a number of unregulated forms that are all eligible for funding. However, the funding 
model differs between types of child care, with some eligible for more subsidies and 
others for less. However, given the current lack of child care spaces parents have very 
little control of what type of child care their children can access, and what subsidies 
they will be eligible for. 

Additionally, the government continues to administer a means test for subsidies for 
families. This results in families not being certain if they will be eligible and able to 
afford child care. For example, during the research we interviewed one parent who 
was staying at home to look after his children because affordable, full time child care 
could not be secured. When he tried to apply for a subsidy he was told he was ineligible 

Child care providers are also affected by the complexity of the system. Providers are 
required to work with three provincial ministries, as well a local governments for zoning 
and bylaw requirements. Some of the providers interviewed for this project described 
completion of ministry paper work as another part-time job on top of running a child 
care facility.

Sharon Gregson, one of the strongest advocates for affordable and accessible child 
care in BC, recently stressed the importance of streamlining the administration of child 
care.14 She suggested that BC, like a number of other provinces, administer child care 
solely through the Ministry of Education. She writes, “Education is the only ministry 
that delivers a universal public system for children. It has the capacity to develop and 
democratically govern the childcare services that B.C. needs.” 

expands the early learning years from 0-5 years to 0-8 years. This is new approach 
recognizes the importance of skills and competencies gained from birth to grade three. 
By doing this, the Province is making the connection between early years learning and 

system administered through the Ministry of Education makes even more sense.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

“The structure is 
missing. There is no 

path through – it is all 
over the place.”

Parent

14  https://thetyee.ca/Opinion/2020/01/08/BC-Childcare-Investments-Time-To-Double-Down/?utm_source=daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=090120

“I am happy that the new early learning framework is 0-8 years, 
and holds early childhood educators up on par with teachers in 
our public school system.”
Child care provider
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Again, while the bulk of responsibility for this recommendation sits at the provincial level, 
there are steps that can be taken locally to improve the situation.

Local action to support this recommendation:
➽ Streamline and clarify requirements for opening, renovating and expanding child  
 care facilities in communities. Create a guide to help child care providers navigate  
 the process. 
➽ Work proactively with applicants for new child care facilities.

5.5 CREATE A JOINT CHILD CARE (JCC) COUNCIL 
FOR THE SUNSHINE COAST

To help with advancing the recommendations from this report – particularly those 
involving local action – it is proposed that a formalized ongoing Joint Child Care Council 
(JCC) be established. To oversee the Sunshine Coast Child Care Action Plan, a Steering 
Committee was formed with representatives from local governments, social services, 
health care, education and local businesses. The Steering Committee proved highly 
effective in its role in supporting the Action Plan, and has endorsed the idea of evolving 
into the JCC.

Based on the members of the Steering Committee, the JCC would include  
representatives from:

An invitation to join the JCC could be extended to shísháhl Nation, the Early Years  
Collective, other members of the business community, and other stakeholders as  
identified by the JCC.

The JCC would act as the oversight body for child care in the region generally, and 
would specifically focus on monitoring and coordinating the recommendations from 
this report. Following are specific actions that can be taken at a local level, with  
engagement and oversight by the members of the JCC.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

“The travel distance and how we are spread out on the coast is a challenge 
for many families. Parents wish to have access to day care in their own 
communities. We do well in the school district with community schools – 
it would be nice to see daycare linked to the schools.”
Community care worker
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

TIME FRAME

Immediate
 
 
 
 
On-going 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Immediate and on-going 
 
 
 

Immediate and on-going
 
 
 
 
 
 
Immediate and on-going 
 
 
 

Immediate and on-going 
 
 
 

Immediate and on-going

ACTION

Endorse the targets for new child 
care spaces as identified in the 
Sunshine Coast Child Care Action 
Plan

Monitor the development of new 
child care spaces, working from  
the baseline data of this report

Advocate with higher levels of  
government for universal child 
care, ECEs, and a streamlined  
provincial process to administer 
child care

Explore opportunities to pursue 
grants and other appropriate  
support to help address child care 
needs

For providers, clarify the process  
requirements for opening,  
renovating and expanding child 
care facilities in communities. 
Create a guide to help providers 
navigate the process

Work proactively with applicants for 
new child care facilities
 
 

Identify potential sites for child 
care facilities, with consideration of 
nearby parks and other community 
amenities

Collaborate on applications for new 
child care facilities

RESPONSIBILITY

JCC as a whole
Local governments 
 
 
 
JCC as a whole
 
 
 
JCC as a whole, each member  
in their respective role
 
 
 

JCC as a whole, each member  
in their respective role
 
 
 
Local governments
VCH
SCCS
SD #46
 
 
 
Local governments
VCH
SCCS

 
JCC as a whole, each member  
in their respective role 
 
 

Local governments
School District 
Early Years Collective
Local Businesses

RECOMMENDED LOCAL ACTIONS TO BE OVERSEEN BY THE JCC
 
I M M E D I AT E  A C T I O N S
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

TIME FRAME

Short-term (1-3 years)
 
 
 
 
 
Short-term (1-3 years)
 
 
 
 
 
Short-time (1-3 years)
 
 
 
Short-term (1-3 years)
 

 
 
 
Short-term (1-3 years)

ACTION

Explore options to include policies and 
provisions in the OCP to support child 
care as a priority for the community, 
possibly including long range targets 
and other related goals 

Review zoning bylaws to ensure  
sufficient opportunities exist for  
establishing child care facilities where 
they are needed – close to home, work 
and key destinations (hospital, schools)

Ensure that municipal business  
licensing for child care is consistent  
and streamlined

Identify child care facilities as an  
amenity to be funded through  
community amenity contributions 
(CACs)

Where facilities for child care cannot be 
provided as part of a new development, 
explore creating a Child Care Development 
Reserve Fund from funds secured 
through CACs

RESPONSIBILITY

Local governments
shísháhl Nation
 
 
 
 
Local governments
 
 
 
 
 
Local governments
 
 
 
Local governments
Development community
 

Local governments
Development community

S H O R T  T E R M  A C T I O N S
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

TIME FRAME

Medium to Long-term 
(4-10 years) 
 
 

Medium to Long-term 
(4-10 years) 
 

Medium to Long-term 
(4-10 years) 
 

Medium to Long-term 
(4-10 years)

ACTION

Ensure all new public facilities to 
include a child care site (e.g. hospitals, 
government offices, recreation  
facilities, schools)

Explore opportunities to create  
affordable housing for ECEs and other 
child care staff

Encourage all communities to offer  
permissive tax exemptions for 
non-profit child care services

Work with the business community and 
non-profits to explore alternative ways 
to expand quality child care services 
throughout the Sunshine Coast, e.g. 
child care facilities at places of work, 
sponsorship of a bursary for ECE  
training

RESPONSIBILITY

JCC as a whole

Local governments
Development community
 
 
Local governments
 
 
 
JCC as a whole

M E D I U M  T O  L O N G  T E R M  A C T I O N S
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In 2018 the Provincial Government of British 
Columbia made a commitment to affordable, 
accessible, and quality child care by announcing 

for child care initiatives.15 Funding was directed 
toward increased subsidies to parents, $10/day 
pilot child care programs, and the launch of Child 

British Columbia.

The Child Care Action Plans are intended to evaluate the current and future child 
care needs for communities in BC, and to make recommendations for increased 
child care capacity for the next 10 years. A key area of interest for the Province  
is examining the needs of more under-served families including single parent  
families, new immigrants, Indigenous families and non-English speaking families.  
Provincial funding for Child Care Action Plans was made available to local  
governments and administered through the Union of BC Municipalities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The District of Sechelt, Town of Gibsons and Sunshine Coast Regional District 
partnered and were successful in securing a grant for the Sunshine Coast. The 
Sunshine Coast Child Plan Action Plan was launched in July 2019 and completed in 
January 2020. The project was led by a Steering Committee with representatives 
from local and regional governments, School District #46, Vancouver Coastal 
Health, the Sunshine Coast Credit Union, Sunshine Coast Community Services, 
and Capilano University (Early Childhood Education program)

Based on 2016 Statistics Canada data and an inventory of current child care 

0-12 along the Sunshine Coast have access to licensed child care. For children 

on the Sunshine Coast are unable to access licensed child care – including group 
day care, family day care, and before- and after-school care16 (see Appendix D for 
definitions of child care).

6

15 https://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2018/childcare/2018_Child_Care_BC.pdf
16 Although we recognize the benefits of preschool, given that it only offers 2-3 hours of child care a day we have not included it in the calculations for licensed child care.  
It was also not identified as a priority in our community consultation.

“I’m proud of myself that I made it happen, figured out how to go 
back to work. But it took a lot of sacrifices on the family. Mentally 
it is very difficult as a mother going through all that.”
Parent

B A C K G R O U N D  T O  T H E  
C H I L D  C A R E  A C T I O N  P L A N
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B A C K G R O U N D  T O  T H E  C H I L D  C A R E  A C T I O N  P L A N

The implications of this deficit are far-reaching from both a social and economic 
perspective. From a social perspective, access to quality child care provides numerous 
benefits for children (e.g. socialization and communication skills, enhanced school 
readiness) and their families (e.g. a more stable, stress-free home environment). From 
an economic perspective, quality child care helps parents participate in the work force 
(a particular benefit to single parents and low income families), reduces economic 
marginalization, and provides multiplier effects for the overall economy. In short, child 

affect community well-being.

The key component of the Action Plan is to identify the gaps in the supply of child care 
and identify targets for new child care spaces;17 however, the findings have much larger 
implications than the need for spaces. While there is no question that child care spaces 
are needed on the Sunshine Coast, other issues came to light such as the need for 
more trained staff, the challenges of navigating the child care system, and the  
opportunity for an oversight body to ensure a coordinated approach to planning for 
child care on the Sunshine Coast.

24

“I would say that we are in the crisis stage. My role is to help families navigate 
support services but it is hard. Daycares don’t have the capacity – they are short 
staffed and their staff are not necessarily trained for providing the services that 
are needed.”
Community care worker

17 The completed UBCM Excel spreadsheet is provided as an addendum to this final report.
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into three phases over six months. While the items  
are identified as discrete phases, they often over-
lapped and intersected throughout the project:

1) Research and Data Collection
2) Community Consultation

 

7.1 RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION

The research and data collection for this project started with a review of the 
UBCM Excel spreadsheet that provided data on licensed child care providers in 
the region, including location of child care, number of children permitted, and type 
of license (e.g. group care, family, multi-age). This data was compared against 
information from Vancouver Coastal Health Authority Community Care Licensing, 
Sunshine Coast Childcare Resource and Referral, Sechelt and Gibsons business 
licensing, and local knowledge. The final list of existing child care facilities, types 
of services, and number of spaces is considered accurate for the fall of 2019, 
while recognizing the dynamic nature of the industry – new spaces opening while 
other existing spaces close. 

Demographic information for the region was compiled using recent Statistics 
Canada data, as well as P.E.O.P.L.E. Projections (BC Stats)18, School enrollment 
data, and local government long range plans. This data was considered along with 
existing and projected child care needs for the region. Local government long 
range plans were also reviewed for relevant policy (see Appendix E).

Finally, the research for this project was enhanced by recent work completed 
elsewhere in the province, most notably the 2017 – 2022 Richmond Child Care 
Needs Assessment and Strategy (City of Richmond).19  
provides excellent background to child care in Canada, best practices, research, 
and initiatives of comparable communities.

7.1.2 Mapping Data and Statistics
As a visual tool to represent child care needs we created GIS mapping. The existing 
inventory of child care providers was mapped in relation to Statistics Canada  
Census data (2016).20 The GIS mapping separates child care needs of children 
aged 0 up to 3, 3-5 and 6-12 and compares the census data to existing locations 
of day care facilities before- and after-school care. We also mapped vulnerable 

Indigenous and visible minorities. The goal of the mapping is to identify where 
throughout the study area, there may be locations of specific concern (see 9.0 
Mapping).

25

M E T H O D O L O G Y 7

18 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/statistics/people-population-community/population/population-estimates
19 https://www.richmond.ca/__shared/assets/2017-2022_Richmond_Child_Care_Needs_Assessment_and_Strategy48036.pdf
20 https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/start
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M E T H O D O L O G Y

26

7.2 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
 
Community Consultation took place over three 

 
community consultation included:

7.2.1 Survey for Parents and Guardians
A survey for parents and guardians was developed and distributed through child care 
providers, local service organizations and social media. The response to the survey was 

Coast. The response rate is more impressive when looked at by relevant age categories, 
i.e. the ages when most people have children.

Table 4: Survey respondents by age

Based on the overall response rate, the value of the information from the surveys can be 
considered a solid basis for drawing conclusions. (See Appendix A: Parents/Guardians 
Survey Summary.)

7.2.2 Focus Group for Parents and Guardians
Two focus groups were held for parents and guardians of children aged 0-12. The 
participants were clients of a social service organization as well as survey respondents. 
Although we tried to hold a third focus group, we were unable to secure child care. 
In place of the third session we elicited written and oral feedback from a few of the 
parents.

  Survey Sunshine Coast Respondents as
 Age Category Respondents Residents by Age % of Age Range
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M E T H O D O L O G Y

7.2.3 Survey for Child Care Providers
A survey was developed for child care providers and emailed to the list of providers 
identified during the Research phase of the project. From the 29  facilities who were 
contacted, a total of 18 providers responded (see Appendix B: Child Care Providers 
Survey Summary).

7.2.4 Follow up with Child Care Providers

inviting more in-depth responses was sent to the 12 providers who indicated interest 
in further discussion. Four of the providers contacted offered additional information on 

interview with a provider who wanted to discuss their challenges of opening a second 
facility along the Sunshine Coast.

7.2.5 Interviews with Key Stakeholders
A total of 17 key stakeholders were interviewed, representing service organizations  
and child care representatives from the region (see Appendix C: List of Stakeholders 
Interviewed and Interview Questions). 

7.2.6 Consultation with the Steering Committee and the Sunshine Coast Early Years 
Collective
Throughout the project, meetings were held with the Steering Committee – either in- 
person or remotely – to ensure that the project stayed on track. At the mid-point of the 
project, we gave a presentation to and sought feedback from the Steering Committees, 
as well as the Sunshine Coast Early Years Collective. The goal was to ensure that the 
needs and current realities of the communities were being reflected accurately and 
with as much community input as possible, given the quick turnaround of the project 
and required scope of work.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.3 ANALYSIS AND DRAFTING FINAL REPORT

After completing the first two phases (research/data collection and community  
consultation), we did a comprehensive review and analysis of the information obtained 
in order to draft the final report. This process included consultation with the Steering 
Committee who reviewed and provided direction on a draft version of the report.

“The biggest thing I’ve noticed is that the complexities of the family are 
making our jobs more demanding. More is being expected and there is no 
more funding. The schools are experiencing more children with complex 
needs. These families need support.”
Community care worker
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36%
worked an  
adjusted  
schedule

P U B L I C  C O N S U LTAT I O N  S U M M A R Y

 OF SURVEY  
 RESPONDENTS ARE  
 PLANNING TO HAVE  

 
FOR PAID CHILD CARE AFTER 
PARENTAL LEAVE. 

 OF SURVEY  
 RESPONDENTS  
 WHO HAVE PAID  
CHILD CARE ARE STILL LOOKING 
FOR LICENSED CHILD CARE

 OF SURVEY  
 RESPONDENTS  
 COULD NOT 
FIND CHILD CARE WHEN 
THEY NEEDED IT. 

 OF SURVEY  
 RESPONDENTS  
 NEED CHILD 
CARE THAT OFFERS  
SERVICES FOR CHILDREN 

NEEDS.

Table 2: Survey respondents by community

Location Survey Respondents  Sunshine Coast 
 by Location Population by %

Gibsons 

Sechelt 

shísháhl Nation —

Electoral Area A 

Electoral Area B 

Electoral Area D 

Electoral Area E 

Electoral Area F 

Other —

#1AFFORDABLE 
CHILD CARE 
OPTIONS

#2CHILD CARE  
SUBSIDIES FOR ALL 
FORMS OF CHILD CARE

#3LONGER AND 
MORE FLEXIBLE 
HOURS

#4 STRUCTURED EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
AND PROGRAMMING

THE TOP PRIORITIES FOR THE SURVEYED PARENTS WERE:

21%

48% 84%

14%

When survey 
respondents 

 
child care:

50%
relied on family 
and friends for 

care

32%
delayed their 

return to  
work

88% OF CHILDREN AGED 
0-3 DO NOT HAVE 
ACCESS TO LICENSED 
CHILD CARE

92% OF SCHOOL AGED CHILDREN 
DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO 
LICENSED BEFORE- AND 
AFTER-SCHOOL CARE

83% OF CHILDREN IN THE 
SUNSHINE COAST DO  
NOT HAVE ACCESS TO 
LICENSED CHILD CARE
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The BC Provincial Government has recognized 
that, “currently, B.C. does not have a coordinated 
child care system. Child care providers operate 
independently and have to navigate their way 
through a range of provincial and municipal rules, 
an insufficient workforce, and rising costs.”21 The 
result of this is a child care system that has no 
predictability or security for parents. 

Most of the findings of this study should not be new to anyone working in the field 
of child care, or for parents looking for child care. That said, preparation of this 
Child Care Action Plan has provided an important opportunity to confirm under-
standing and lay the foundations for local and provincial governments, and others, 
to address child care issues in the community. 

The lack of affordable, accessible and quality child care has the strongest impact 
on women, who tend to take on the responsibility for child care. Given the lack of 
child care spaces and services, women with children return to the workforce and 
at a much lower rate in BC than in places, such as Quebec, that have a publicly 
supported child care system.22

Other than Quebec, Canada as a whole is lacking in child care planning and funding.  
A 2012 study by TD Bank found that Canada ranks last among European and Anglo- 
speaking countries in terms of public funding for child care, falling behind both 
the US and the UK.23 The impact of this shortage is always felt hardest by the most 
vulnerable populations. This study showed that in unpredictable and poorly funded 

of children under six years old from affluent families will participate in out of home 

A N A LY S I S 8
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“I work as a nurse 
with young families.  

I hear stories all  
the time of people 
struggling; people 

putting their kids in 
care that they are 

not comfortable with; 
seeing grandparents 

burning out.”
Parent

21 https://www.bcbudget.gov.bc.ca/2018/childcare/2018_Child_Care_BC.pdf
22 https://www.oxfam.ca/publication/who-cares/
23 https://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/di1112_EarlyChildhoodEducation.pdf
24 Some research in this field includes: https://www.childcarecanada.org/sites/default/files/ECEC08_Frontmatter.pdf; http://openresearch.ocadu.ca/id/eprint/1978/1/ 
Savigny_Meghan_2017_MDES_SFI_MRP.pdf; https://www.childcarecanada.org/sites/default/files/ECEC-2014-full-document-revised-10-03-16.pdf

While there is no one definition of quality child care, from the interviews  
and focus groups there was general consensus that a quality child care 
system: ensures that a range of appropriate care options are available  
to families (e.g. group, family, multi-age); child care services provide  
supportive, engaging and stimulating environments for all children in 
care; and that the operations are accountable to an oversight body.24

DEFINING ‘QUALITY’
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A N A LY S I S

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE RESEARCH  
ARE FOLLOWING:

8.1 ACCESSIBILITY CRISIS

Throughout the community consultation, child care on the Sunshine Coast was continually  

finding it hard to attract and retain staff due to the lack of child care; by parents who were 
frustrated with being unable to find any child care, let alone quality, affordable options; 
and by child care providers themselves who saw potential for a better system, but 
without the means to implement it.

While ideas varied on how to improve child care on the Sunshine Coast, the stakeholders  
agreed that the issues are complex and a multi-pronged approach is needed to address 
the interlocking layers of child care services and needs. In other words, simply creating 

The mapping included in this Child Care Action Plan shows where child care facilities 
are in relation to populations of children. The maps highlight that there is clear lack  
of services for children aged 0-3 and for before- and after-school care. As well, the 
mapping indicates that Sechelt is under-served as well as some of the more rural  
communities. (see 9.0 Mapping).

When there is a gap between available, licensed 
child care and child care needs, families will rely 
on informal child care (i.e. unpaid families and/or 
friends), unlicensed child care, or paid help (e.g. hire 
a nanny). However, one of the most common out-
comes is that one of the parents does not return to 
work full-time, and it is generally women who stay 
home (but this is, of course, not always the case).
In the research phase of the project, both of the parent/guardian focus groups discussed 
the difficulties in accessing child care. Both focus groups had parents who were unable 
to stay at their job or return to work due to the lack of child care, as well as parents who 
had to work modified schedules. 

Discussion in the focus groups highlighted the amount of energy expended by parents 
working through an uncoordinated multi-tiered system to secure child care. Parents 
also discussed their willingness to settle for any available child care because they did 
not have the option to wait until something better became available. In particular,  
under-served families were made more vulnerable through the system as their economic 
status often meant having to take whatever they could find in the way of child care in 
order to be able to return to work.

“I’m looking at  
moving to Vancouver 

Island or anywhere 
where there is  

available child care.”  
Parent
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8.2 STAFFING

Through the surveys and interviews, child care providers stated that they are not able 

Some of the most pressing concerns of child care providers are:

 
 program

 
 an additional 2 semesters of training

Hiring and keeping staff with an ECE certificate and Extra Support Needs specialization  
 – an additional 2 semesters of training

 
 staffing in case of an emergency or unforeseen event

Many of the child care providers that were contacted for this project indicated they 
were unable to expand their services given the lack of available staff. Several providers 
also said they operated below their maximum licensed capacity as they were unable 
to find trained staff to meet licensing requirements. This was identified as a common 
concern throughout the Sunshine Coast.

“Early Childhood Education (ECE) jobs are high skill, hard work, and they 
are not given the support to do the work, get training, and may not have 
benefits. The pay is not enough for the demands of the job.”  
Child care provider

Age & Type of Child Care

0-3 years, full-time day care

3-5 years, full time day care

Before- and After-School Care

All licensed care 
(excluding preschool)

Number of Child 
Care Spaces

62

294

157

513

Total number  
of Children

580

665

1720

2965

% of children with access 
to licensed child care

While there is need for all forms of child care on the Sunshine Coast, the greatest need 
is for Infants/Toddler care (ages 0-3 years) and before- and after-school care. 
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Some of the main reasons that staff are so difficult to find include:

 
 years, and affordable housing is difficult to find and retain

 
 education supports the healthy development of children through the crucial 0-5  
 years; however, the importance of this role is often grossly undervalued and  
 overlooked

*child care subsidies are available for families earning less than $111,000/year. The families in these scenarios would be eligible for a subsidy, but would not know how much they 
would receive until child care spaces had been secured and they could apply for a subsidy.
25 Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver: https://www.rebgv.org/market-watch/MLS-HPI-home-price-comparison.html; BC Real Estate Statistics: http://www.garylittle.ca/stats.html
26 https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/details/page.cfm?B1=All&Code1=5929&Code2=59&Data=Count&Geo1=CD&Geo2= 
PR&Lang=E&SearchPR=01&SearchText=Sunshine+Coast&SearchType=Begins&TABID=1
27 Sunshine Coast’s Vital Signs 2017

 Median after tax family income (2016):26 $68,728
 Family buys a single detached house at price of $602,000 

 Family gets 25 year mortgage for principal of  

 Family makes monthly mortgage payment of $2,171 
 Family has one child in group infant care @ $950/month 
 Family also has one child in group 3-5 year care  

 @ $800/month 
 

Single detached: $602,000

Attached (median for  
townhouse/condo combined): 

$445,000
Each family would have less than 37% of their monthly income to spend on food,  

clothing, transportation, health care, and other daily expenses.

 Median income of a renter on the Sunshine Coast:  
 $34,894* 
 Average monthly rent and utilities for single parent family  

 on the Sunshine Coast: $1,15127 
 Gross monthly housing (rent) and child care cost for a  

 
 monthly income.

8.3 AFFORDABILITY

Affordability was identified as one of the key issues affecting parents seeking child care. The following two scenarios illustrate 
the economic challenges facing families on the Sunshine Coast.

Scenarios which assume no subsidies for child care:*

Benchmark housing prices in 
Sunshine Coast25
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8.4 CHILDREN WITH EXTRA SUPPORT NEEDS

their child as having extra support needs. The most common type of support needed 
was for behavioral/emotional issues, followed by developmental and then speech.

with extra support for behavioral/emotional issues. They are able to do this most often 
by working with the Sunshine Coast Community Services to secure extra support care 
funding. 

However, the survey did not measure the instances of when a child is asked to leave a 
facility when staff at the facility are unable to provide adequate support for a child with 
specific needs. This may be due to staffing shortages, limited training, or overall work 
demands. The result is that those most in need of child care and child supports are not 
able to access what they need, which leads to further instability for children with extra 
support needs, and who are already at-risk and vulnerable members of the community.

8.5 INDIGENOUS FAMILIES

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The shísháhl Nation has a day care facility on Nation lands. In the fall of 2019, the 
situation at that day care was similar to others - it had a greater capacity for licensed 
spaces than it could offer due to limited staffing, i.e. they needed more staff to make  
all their licensed spaces available. The mem7iman Child Development Centre had a wait 
list of 20 shísháhl Nation families seeking child care, and 50 non-Nation families.

Subsequently, the Tribal Chief and Council passed a resolution to fund all the child care 
spaces, with no fees required for shísháhl Nation families. They have also funded wage 
increases for staff, and as a result the day care was able to hire three additional staff. 
The initiatives of the Band have created a model of how government can support child 
care for the families of their community. 

“I have been doing this for 30 years. A lot of daycares used to take on 
children with extra needs for the experience and because they were 
good at it. In the last few years it has changed from ‘we love to do this’ 
to ‘we are under a lot of pressure and this is hard.’”
Community care worker

“The shísháhl Nation daycare is an excellent example of supporting 
child care so that families have access. I would love to see the SCRD, 
Gibsons and Sechelt follow that example. It is time. Young families 
have so many pressures right now. It would be nice if going back to 
work is not one of the pressures.’”
Community care worker
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However, one important component was missing from this child care education centre: 
the option of a HeadStart program, the federally funded child development program 
offered throughout Canada. Funding for this program was cut and has not been  
reinstated, with no clear direction as to why. HeadStart programs are widely  
acknowledged as a positive service for Indigenous families with children under 6 years 
old and would be a welcome addition to the child care facility on Nation lands.

8.6 UNDER-SERVED FAMILIES

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throughout the province of BC there is a rise of inequity between economic classes, 
with a growing number of families finding it challenging to make ends meet due to the 
rise in housing costs and the static nature of wages. In the greater Metro  
Vancouver region (which, for the Real Estate Board, includes the Sunshine Coast) 

29 Added to this are increased costs for food, due in part to climate change and 
unpredictable weather patterns, as well as transportation costs with the rising costs of fuel.

This rising disparity has had an impact on the well-being of young people. Based 

30 As well, the region has seen a rise in children 

(EDI). The EDI for the province is collected every three years. 

The factors measured in the EDI define the quality of the environments in which children 
are living and growing, influencing their development and readiness to learn as they 
enter school for the first time.

A N A LY S I S

28 https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/details/page.cfm?B1=All&Code1=5929&Code2=59&Data=Count&Geo1=CD&Geo2=PR&Lang=E&SearchPR= 
01&SearchText=Sunshine+Coast&SearchType=Begins&TABID=1
29 Greater Vancouver Real Estate Board quoted in https://globalnews.ca/news/2531266/one-chart-shows-how-unprecedented-vancouvers-real-estate-situation-is/; Statistics Canada 
Income Comparison 2001 - 2016
30 The 2011 census long form was not mandatory, so the statistical validity of this information may not be consistent. However, as a marker of change, it does provide a general direction 
of economic stressors on the Sunshine Coast.

“Right now there are a lot of inequities in terms of access to child care given  
the high cost and limited availability. This inequality exacerbates a lot of 
underlying social issues and determinants of health. If we can increase the 
capacity of child care, we can improve social capacity – and improve health 
and well being of families. It’s a domino effect.” 
Community care worker

income situations.22%

of residents of the Sunshine Coast 
are identified as Low-Income.2817%
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The EDI measurement for the Province as a whole shows that the EDI vulnerability has 
-

garten meeting all of the developmental benchmarks that they need to thrive both now 
and throughout their school years. One third of all children are entering kindergarten 
behind where they ideally would be in at least one aspect of their development: social, 
emotional, language, cognitive development, communications skills, or physical health 
and well-being.31 The numbers for the Sunshine Coast match those of the province as 
a whole. 

Within the focus groups and through the survey we were able to hear from under-served 
families living on the Sunshine Coast. While concerns from these families were com-
mon to all families, some issues were more pressing. Specifically, families who are less 

care space to become available as they needed to return to work as soon as possible. 
They felt they needed to take whatever was available in terms of child care options.

Some of the under-served families also identified 
transportation as a key concern. With so few child 
care spaces available, and especially in the more 
rural communities, families needed to find a way 
to travel to and from services. Unfortunately, public 
transportation is very limited and did not address 
their needs. The lack of transportation options also 
added to their stresses related to child care.
Given the costs of child care, the challenge of finding licensed spaces, and the difficulty 
in ensuring transportation to child care, children who have less opportunities to begin 
with due to economic or other factors are often being left behind in the opportunity for 
child care. As a result, they are more likely to enter kindergarten with fewer skills and 
developmental capacity than children from families who face fewer barriers to accessing 
child care.

A N A LY S I S

31 EDI Wave 7 Provincial Report 2019

“People turn down 
employment because 

they can’t secure 
child care.” 

 
Community care worker
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The following maps represent the relationship of families with children 12 and 
under to licensed child care within a 20 minute drive. The mapping is divided into 
the three age groups, the same three that licensed child care is divided into. It has 
been created using Statistics Canada demographic data for the Sunshine Coast 
(2016) and the list of licensed child care providers which was compiled for this 
project. 

The age groups for group licensed child care are: 

In-home licensed child care is allowed to have up to eight children from a range of 
age groups, with limits on the number of younger children. The mapping reflects 
these facilities as well.

The requirements for licensing differ for these three age categories. For children 
from birth to three years old, one ECE is required for every four children in a group 
care setting. That is why the availability is shown to be so low on the first map, as 
indicated by the large areas of red. It is generally cost-prohibitive for child care 
providers to offer Infant/Toddler care (0-3) given the ratio of staff to children.

The second map shows the areas where more socio-economically marginalized 
children 0 to three years old live, in relation to their access to licensed child care. 
The map shows a composite of four factors: low income families, families spending  
a high percentage of their income on housing, visible minorities and Indigenous 
families. The area identified as in highest need of accessible, affordable and quality 
child care is central Sechelt, which is also the most densely populated area of the 
Sunshine Coast.

The third map shows the access to licensed child care for children three to five 
years old. The licensing requirements for this population is one ECE for every eight 
children. Given the higher ratio of staff to children, there are more licensed child 
care spaces offered for this population. The mapping shows this with more of the 
area being yellow, indicating one space for every 1.5 children

The fourth map shows access for more marginalized families with children three 
to five years old, similar to the second map. The ratio of licensed child care within 
a 20 minute drive for this age group is higher than for younger children.

The fifth map shows access to licensed before- and after-school care for children 
six to 12 years old. This map shows the generalized ratio of space to children, and 
does not show the hours each facility is open, or features such as meals programs. 
The sixth map shows the ratio of licensed child care to more marginalized families 
with children 6-12 years old. As the mapping indicates, before- and after-school 
care is not readily available on the Sunshine Coast.
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Family Child Care

!P Group Child Care

!P In Home Multi Age Child Care

!P Multi Age Child Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Child-Age Population,

Under 3

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes

0 2.5 5
KM

Region Children Without 
a Space

 Gibsons 81,    85%

 Sechelt 224,    90%

 Sunshine Coast A 40,    100%

 Sunshine Coast B 38,   94%

 Sunshine Coast D 62,    83%

 Sunshine Coast E 56,    86%

 Sunshine Coast F 22,    89%
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C H I L D  C A R E  N E E D  F O R  M O R E  M A R G I N A L I Z E D  C H I L D R E N  0  TO  3  Y E A R S  O L D 
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Sechelt

Sechelt

Sechelt

Sunshine
Coast B
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Sunshine
Coast D
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Family Child Care

!P Group Child Care

!P In Home Multi Age Child Care

!P Multi Age Child Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes 0 0.55 1.1
KM

"At-Risk" defined for these maps using a composite index which was the average

percentages of: people at or below the low income cut-off, people spending more than

30% income on housing, and people identifying as First Nations or Visible Minority.

!P!P!P
!P

!P

!P
!P !P!P

!P
!P!P
!P!P

!P!P

!P

30 (86%) Children Under 3
Without Access To a Childcare Space
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Family Child Care

!P Group Child Care

!P In Home Multi Age Child Care

!P Multi Age Child Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Child-Age Population, 3 - 5

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes

0 2.5 5
KM

Region Children Without 
a Space

 Gibsons 56,    53%

 Sechelt 113,    49%

 Sunshine Coast A 29,   84%

 Sunshine Coast B 34,    57%

 Sunshine Coast D 29,    35%

 Sunshine Coast E 57,    55%

 Sunshine Coast F 7,    67%
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Family Child Care

!P Group Child Care

!P In Home Multi Age Child Care

!P Multi Age Child Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes 0 0.55 1.1
KM

"At-Risk" defined for these maps using a composite index which was the average

percentages of: people at or below the low income cut-off, people spending more than

30% income on housing, and people identifying as First Nations or Visible Minority.
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6 (40%) Children Ages 3 to 5
Without Access To a Childcare Space
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Before and After School Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

XY Schools

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Child-Age Population, 6-12

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes

¯ 0 2.5 5
KM

Region Children Without 
a Space

 Gibsons 236,    91%

 Sechelt 496,    92%

 Sunshine Coast A 75,    100%

 Sunshine Coast B 161,    95%

 Sunshine Coast D 210,    88%

 Sunshine Coast E 295,    91%

 Sunshine Coast F 90,    94%
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C H I L D  C A R E  N E E D  F O R  M O R E  M A R G I N A L I Z E D  C H I L D R E N  6  TO  1 2  Y E A R S  O L D
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Childcare Availability
Within 20-Minute Drive
!P Family Child Care

!P Group Child Care

!P In Home Multi Age Child Care

!P Multi Age Child Care

!P Future Childcare Centre

< 1 Space Per 15 Children

1 Space Per 10-14 Children

1 Space Per 5-9 Children

1 Space Per 2-4 Children

1 Space Per 1.5 Children

~ 1 Space Per Child

No Access to Childcare Within

20 Minutes 0 0.55 1.1
KM

"At-Risk" defined for these maps using a composite index which was the average

percentages of: people at or below the low income cut-off, people spending more than

30% income on housing, and people identifying as First Nations or Visible Minority.
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6 (40%) Children Ages 3 to 5
Without Access To a Childcare Space
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Following is a summary of 
the community responses 
to the survey for parents 
and guardians

A P P E N D I X  A 
PA R E N T S  A N D  G U A R D I A N S  S U R V E Y  S U R V E Y A
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 44

26.14% 115

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

38.41% 169

0.68% 3

5.00% 22

14.77% 65

9.55% 42

Q1 Where in the Sunshine Coast do you live?(If outside of the Sunshine
Coast, thank your interest but this survey is intended for those who live

within the Sunshine Coast Regional District.)

Answered: 440 Skipped: 0

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First

Nation

Pender

Harbour/Egmo...

Halfmoon Bay

(Electoral A...

Roberts Creek

(Electoral A...

Elphinstone

(Electoral A...

West Howe

Sound...

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First Nation

Pender Harbour/Egmont/Madeira Park (Electoral Area A)

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B)

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D)
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26.14% 115

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

38.41% 169

0.68% 3

5.00% 22

14.77% 65

9.55% 42

Q1 Where in the Sunshine Coast do you live?(If outside of the Sunshine
Coast, thank your interest but this survey is intended for those who live

within the Sunshine Coast Regional District.)

Answered: 440 Skipped: 0

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First

Nation

Pender

Harbour/Egmo...

Halfmoon Bay

(Electoral A...

Roberts Creek

(Electoral A...

Elphinstone

(Electoral A...

West Howe

Sound...

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First Nation

Pender Harbour/Egmont/Madeira Park (Electoral Area A)

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B)

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D)
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Q1 Where in the Sunshine Coast do you live?
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 45

2.73% 12

1.59% 7

1.14% 5

A 440

Elphinstone (Electoral Area E)

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F)

ther (please specify)
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 46

95.89% 420

2.74% 12

1.37% 6

Q2 Do you have a child(ren) under 12 years of age living with you some
or all of the time?

Answered: 438 Skipped: 2

A 438

es

No

If other

(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es

No

If other (please specify)
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 2  798  402

Q3 How many children are in your care/supervision? 

Answered: 402 Skipped: 38

otal Respondents: 402

Please pro ide

a number

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

ANSWER CHOICES A ERA E N ER O A  N ER RESPONSES

Please provide a number:
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 48

 6  2,233  399

 5  1,314  264

 6  310  56

 7  96  13

 9  47  5

Q4 What are the ages of the children in your care/supervision? (Please
provide ages)

Answered: 399 Skipped: 41

otal Respondents: 399

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Child 4

Child 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ANSWER CHOICES A ERA E N ER O A  N ER RESPONSES

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Child 4

Child 5 
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 49

7.71% 31

90.80% 365

1.49% 6

Q5 Are any of your children Indigenous (First Nations / M tis / Inuit)?

Answered: 402 Skipped: 38

A 402

es

No

Not sure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es

No

Not sure
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 50

4.95% 20

80.94% 327

14.11% 57

Q6 Do any of your children have e tra support needs (such as: different
physical, emotional or developmental abilities)?

Answered: 404 Skipped: 36

A 404

Not Sure

No

es. If ES 

please descr...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Not Sure

No

es. If ES  please describe their needs. 
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88.94% 354

11.06% 44

Q7 Do any of your children speak languages other than English as a first
language?

Answered: 398 Skipped: 42

A 398

No

es. If yes 

which...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

es. If yes  which languages? (Please tell us below)
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 52

42.82% 173

25.74% 104

6.19% 25

3.22% 13

18.56% 75

8.17% 33

3.47% 14

10.64% 43

0.00% 0

Q8 Is your child(ren) regularly in paid child care for some days each
week? (please select all that apply)

Answered: 404 Skipped: 36

No  my

child(ren) i...

es  group

care facilit...

es  family or

multi age ho...

es

license not ...

es  before

and/or after...

es  preschool

es  nanny in

our home

es  friend or

relati e we pay

Other  please

specify

es or Other

please go to...

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No, my child(ren) is not in regular paid child care

es, group care facility (up to 12 infants and toddlers and/or 25 children age 3 5)

es, family or multi age home care ( p to 8 children, in care provider s home)

es, license not re uired care ( p to 2 children, or a sibling group, in care provider s home)

es, before and/or after school care

es, preschool

es, nanny in our home

es, friend or relative we pay

ther  please specify:
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0.00% 0

8.91% 36

otal Respondents: 404  

es or ther, please go to Question 10

ther (please specify)
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 54

40.38% 63

5.77% 9

17.31% 27

30.77% 48

7.05% 11

26.92% 42

2.56% 4

14.10% 22

Q9 Why are your child(ren) N  in paid child care? (Please select all that
apply)

Answered: 156 Skipped: 284

otal Respondents: 156  

A parent or

guardian car...

y child(ren)

are old enou...

y child(ren)

are cared fo...

I need child

care  but ha...

I do not need

child care y...

I cannot

afford child...

Not Applicable

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

A parent or guardian cares for my child(ren) at home

My child(ren) are old enough to be at home alone unsupervised

My child(ren) are cared for by family or friends at no cost

I need child care, but have not been able to find it yet

I do not need child care yet, but am on the waitlist for child care

I cannot afford child care

Not Applicable

ther (please specify)
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 55

4.18% 10

13.39% 32

20.50% 49

12.55% 30

33.89% 81

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

9.21% 22

4.18% 10

Q10 How many days a week are your child(ren) in paid child care?

Answered: 239 Skipped: 201

A 239

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

aries

depending on...

Not Applicable

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

aries depending on my schedule (please tell us more below)

Not Applicable
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35.56% 85

0.00% 0

0.42% 1

38.91% 93

0.84% 2

5.02% 12

10.88% 26

9.62% 23

Q11 Where is your child care located? (Please select all that apply)

Answered: 239 Skipped: 201

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First

Nation

Pender

Harbour/Egmo...

Halfmoon Bay

(Electoral A...

Roberts Creek

(Electoral A...

Elphinstone

(Electoral A...

West Howe

Sound...

Not Applicable

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First Nation

Pender Harbour/Egmont/Madeira Park (Electoral Area A)

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B)

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D)
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2.51% 6

1.67% 4

2.51% 6

2.93% 7

otal Respondents: 239  

Elphinstone (Electoral Area E)

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F)

Not Applicable

ther (please specify):
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57.32% 137

30.13% 72

6.28% 15

6.28% 15

Q12 Does your child care provide service in a language in addition to or
other than English?

Answered: 239 Skipped: 201

A 239

No

nsure

Not Applicable

es. If yes 

please tell ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

nsure

Not Applicable

es. If yes  please tell us which languages:
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7.95% 19

33.05% 79

50.63% 121

8.37% 20

Q13 Does your child care provide an Indigenous worldview, or
Indigenous content in the care and education they provide?

Answered: 239 Skipped: 201

A 239

es

No

nsure

Not Applicable

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es

No

nsure

Not Applicable
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22.36% 53

41.35% 98

29.54% 70

6.75% 16

Q14 Does your child care provide any additional support or
accommodation for your child(ren) with e tra support needs (such as:

different physical, emotional or developmental abilities)?

Answered: 237 Skipped: 203

A 237

No

nsure

Not Applicable

es (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

nsure

Not Applicable

es (please specify):
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5.91% 14

7.59% 18

17.72% 42

13.08% 31

8.02% 19

27.43% 65

5.91% 14

14.35% 34

Q15 How long did it take you to find child care when you needed it?

Answered: 237 Skipped: 203

A 237

Immediately

ess than 1

month

1 3 months

4 6 months

7 9 months

ore than 9

months

Not Applicable

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Immediately

ess than 1 month

1 3 months

4 6 months

7 9 months

More than 9 months

Not Applicable

ther (please specify)
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32.07% 76

35.86% 85

49.79% 118

8.44% 20

8.86% 21

11.81% 28

10.13% 24

Q16 If you could not afford or access child care when you needed it, what
did you do? (Please select all that apply)

Answered: 237 Skipped: 203

otal Respondents: 237  

elayed return

to work

Worked on

ad usted...

Relied on

family and...

Hired a nanny

I found child

care when I...

Not Applicable

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Delayed return to work

Worked on ad usted schedule

Relied on family and friends for unpaid care

Hired a nanny

I found child care when I needed it

Not Applicable

ther (please specify)
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69.80% 282

20.79% 84

8.42% 34

0.99% 4

Q17 Are you or your partner pregnant or planning to have children in the
ne t two years?

Answered: 404 Skipped: 36

A 404

No

es

Not sure

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

es

Not sure

ther (please specify)
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4.96% 6

63.64% 77

25.62% 31

5.79% 7

Q18 After your child is born and your parental leave is completed, do you
intend to put your child in paid child care?

Answered: 121 Skipped: 319

A 121

No

es

Not sure

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No

es

Not sure

ther (please specify)
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Q19 What do you think are the types of child care facilities most needed
for the Sunshine Coast? (Please rank your top three priorities)

Answered: 390 Skipped: 50

Child care for

0 3 year olds

Child care for

3 5 year olds

Preschools for

2.5  5 year...

Before and

after school...

Group child

care facilit...

Family child

care (up to ...
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72.10%

199

16.67%

46

11.23%

31

 

276

 

1.39

11.52%

22

49.21%

94

39.27%

75

 

191

 

2.28

24.22%

39

41.61%

67

34.16%

55

 

161

 

2.10

28.51%

71

31.33%

78

40.16%

100

 

249

 

2.12

26.12%

35

41.04%

55

32.84%

44

 

134

 

2.07

16.28%

7

34.88%

15

48.84%

21

 

43

 

2.33

14.29%

2

35.71%

5

50.00%

7

 

14

 

2.36

39.13%

9

4.35%

1

56.52%

13

 

23

 

2.17

50.00%

1

0.00%

0

50.00%

1

 

2

 

2.00

1 2 3

icense not re

uired child...

Not sure

Not Applicable

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 O A WEI H E

A ERA E

Child care for 0 3 year olds

Child care for 3 5 year olds

Preschools for 2.5  5 year olds

Before and after school care

Group child care facilities (up to 12 children aged 0 3 and/or up to 25

children 3 5)

Family child care (up to 7 children, in care provider s home)

icense not re uired child care (up to 2 children or a sibling group, in

provider s home)

Not sure

Not Applicable
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Q20 What features of child care would you like to see more available?
(Please rank your top three priorities):

Answered: 383 Skipped: 57

Affordable

child care

Child care

subsidies fo...

French

Immersion ch...

Increase

capacity of...

Increase

capacity of...

ocation of

child care...
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ocation of

child care...

Structured

early childh...

Support for

unlicensed...

onger or

fle ible hou...

O ernight

child care

Part time care

Weekend care
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 69

73.87%

229

15.81%

49

10.32%

32

 

310

 

1.36

22.78%

36

56.33%

89

20.89%

33

 

158

 

1.98

11.11%

3

59.26%

16

29.63%

8

 

27

 

2.19

31.67%

19

40.00%

24

28.33%

17

 

60

 

1.97

0.00%

0

42.86%

9

57.14%

12

 

21

 

2.57

15.00%

12

36.25%

29

48.75%

39

 

80

 

2.34

14.29%

2

42.86%

6

42.86%

6

 

14

 

2.29

18.00%

18

40.00%

40

42.00%

42

 

100

 

2.24

14.89%

7

21.28%

10

63.83%

30

 

47

 

2.49

21.99%

31

34.75%

49

43.26%

61

 

141

 

2.21

10.00%

1

10.00%

1

80.00%

8

 

10

 

2.70

17.39%

12

47.83%

33

34.78%

24

 

69

 

2.17

15.63%

5

31.25%

10

53.13%

17

 

32

 

2.38

33.33%

5

0.00%

0

66.67%

10

 

15

 

2.33

1 2 3

Not sure

Not Applicable

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 O A WEI H E

A ERA E

Affordable child care

Child care subsidies for all forms of child care

French Immersion child care

Increase capacity of child care providers to meet the re uirements of children with

e tra support needs (such as ...)

Increase capacity of child care providers to teach using Indigenous worldviews

ocation of child care closer to home

ocation of child care closer to work

Structured early childhood education and programming

Support for unlicensed child care providers to become licensed

onger or fle ible hours of care

vernight child care

Part time care

Weekend care

Not sure
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84.16% 324

11.95% 46

2.34% 9

1.56% 6

Q22 ou are:

Answered: 385 Skipped: 55

A 385

arried/common

law

Single

Prefer not say

Other  please

specify

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Married/common law

Single

Prefer not say

ther  please specify:
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45.60% 176

25.91% 100

19.43% 75

17.36% 67

0.78% 3

4.66% 18

1.30% 5

0.52% 2

5.18% 20

Q23 ou are: (Please select all that apply)

Answered: 386 Skipped: 54

otal Respondents: 386  

Full time

employed

Part time

employed

Self employed

Caring for

family full...

Full time

student

Part time

student

nemployed

looking for...

Prefer not say

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Full time employed

Part time employed

Self employed

Caring for family full time

Full time student

Part time student

nemployed, looking for work

Prefer not say

ther (please specify)
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28.10% 102

0.28% 1

0.55% 2

49.59% 180

2.20% 8

5.51% 20

7.44% 27

5.51% 20

1.10% 4

1.65% 6

Q24 Where do you work or go to school? (Please choose all that apply)

Answered: 363 Skipped: 77

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First

Nation

Pender

Harbour/Egmo...

Halfmoon Bay

(Electoral A...

Roberts Creek

(Electoral A...

Elphinstone

(Electoral A...

West Howe

Sound...

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First Nation

Pender Harbour/Egmont/Madeira Park (Electoral Area A)

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B)

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D)

Elphinstone (Electoral Area E)

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F)
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19.28% 70

otal Respondents: 363  

ther (please specify)
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN 74

69.62% 259

5.91% 22

14.52% 54

5.11% 19

0.00% 0

0.27% 1

0.81% 3

0.27% 1

8.33% 31

2.96% 11

Q25 IF you have a partner/spouse or share child rearing responsibilities
with another person, are they... (please choose all that apply)

Answered: 372 Skipped: 68

Full time

employed

Part time

employed

Self employed

Caring for

family full...

Full time

student

Part time

student

nemployed

looking for...

Rather not say

Not Applicable

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Full time employed

Part time employed

Self employed

Caring for family full time

Full time student

Part time student

nemployed, looking for work

Rather not say

Not Applicable

ther (please specify)
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otal Respondents: 372  
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26.95% 100

1.35% 5

2.16% 8

34.23% 127

1.62% 6

9.70% 36

Q26 Where do they work or go to school? (please choose all that apply)

Answered: 371 Skipped: 69

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First

Nation

Pender

Harbour/Egmo...

Halfmoon Bay

(Electoral A...

Roberts Creek

(Electoral A...

Elphinstone

(Electoral A...

West Howe

Sound...

Not Applicable

Rather not to

say

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Gibsons

Gambier Island

Keats Island

Sechelt

shísháhl First Nation

Pender Harbour/Egmont/Madeira Park (Electoral Area A)
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10.24% 38

9.16% 34

5.12% 19

5.66% 21

11.05% 41

1.62% 6

24.80% 92

otal Respondents: 371  

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B)

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D)

Elphinstone (Electoral Area E)

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F)

Not Applicable

Rather not to say

ther (please specify)
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4.19% 16

18.85% 72

17.02% 65

18.32% 70

15.97% 61

14.92% 57

10.73% 41

Q28 our household income level is:

Answered: 382 Skipped: 58

A 382

less than

20 000

20 000 50 000

50 000 

75 000

75 000 

100 000

100 000 

120 000

ore than

120 000

Prefer not say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

less than 20,000

20,000 50,000

50,000  75,000

75,000  100,000

100,000  120,000

More than 120,000

Prefer not say
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86.61% 330

11.29% 43

0.26% 1

1.84% 7

0.00% 0

Q29 ou identify as:

Answered: 381 Skipped: 59

A 381

Female

ale

Non Binary

Prefer not to

say

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Female

Male

Non Binary

Prefer not to say

ther (please specify)
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0.52% 2

0.00% 0

0.26% 1

6.81% 26

25.92% 99

Q30 our age is:

Answered: 382 Skipped: 58

ounger than 15

15 19

20 24

25 29

30 34

35 39

40 44

45 49

50 54

55 59

60 64

65 69

Older than 69

Prefer not say

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

ounger than 15

15 19

20 24

25 29

30 34
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35.08% 134

15.97% 61

8.64% 33

3.40% 13

0.52% 2

1.05% 4

0.52% 2

0.26% 1

1.05% 4

A 382

35 39

40 44

45 49

50 54

55 59

60 64

65 69

lder than 69

Prefer not say
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4.61% 14

1.64% 5

0.00% 0

88.16% 268

5.59% 17

0.99% 3

Q31 Are you Indigenous (First Nations, M tis, or Inuit  please select all
that apply)?

Answered: 304 Skipped: 136

otal Respondents: 304  

First Nations

tis

Inuit

Non Indigenous

Prefer not to

say

ultiple or

other...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

First Nations

M tis

Inuit

Non Indigenous

Prefer not to say

Multiple or other Indigenous identities (please specify)
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88.03% 331

0.00% 0

3.46% 13

0.00% 0

1.33% 5

0.00% 0

0.53% 2

0.00% 0

2.66% 10

3.99% 15

Q32 Do you identify as... (please select all that apply)

Answered: 376 Skipped: 64

A 376

Caucasian

South Asian

(e.g. East...

East Asian

(Chinese ...

African

atin American

Arab

Southeast

Asian (e.g....

West Asian

(e.g. Irania...

Prefer not to

say

Other (please

specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Caucasian

South Asian (e.g. East Indian, Pakistani, Sri ankan, etc. )

East Asian (Chinese, apanese, Korean)

African

atin American

Arab

Southeast Asian (e.g. ietnamese, Cambodian, aotian, hai, Filipino)

West Asian (e.g. Iranian, Afghan, etc.)

Prefer not to say

ther (please specify)
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3.70% 14

96.30% 364

Q33 Did you move to Canada within the last 5 years?

Answered: 378 Skipped: 62

A 378

es

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es

No
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67.91% 254

32.09% 120

Q34 Would you be interested in being entered for a pri e draw?

Answered: 374 Skipped: 66

A 374

es. If yes 

please pro i...

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es. If yes  please provide your contact information below.

No
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32.88% 120

67.12% 245

Q35 We will be conducting focus groups in late September/early ctober
and will try to include as many community members as possible.Would

you be interested in taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
in the Sunshine Coast, and opportunities for improvement?

Answered: 365 Skipped: 75

A 365

es. If yes 

please pro i...

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

es. If yes  please provide your contact information below.

No
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100.00% 274

98.91% 271

93.80% 257

Q36 Please provide your contact information:

Answered: 274 Skipped: 166

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Name

E mail

Phone
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BA P P E N D I X  B
S U M M A R Y  C H I L D  C A R E  P R O V I D E R S  S U R V E Y 

Following is a summary of 
the responses from child 
care providers
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

little teddy

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

echelt

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup ulti-a e child care,

Other (please

specify):

overnight care

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old

Q5 Is your child care?: ommercial business

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

0

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

o (if so - please tell us why

below)

,

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

not enough staff
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Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

o ( f so - please tell us why

below)

,

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

not enough staff

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

o ( f no, please tell us why

below)

,

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

don t know - not available

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

behavioural issues

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Faster licensing time Priority #3

Information on the income opportunities of the different types of

child care

Priority #2

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#1 Priority

Additional support for navigating subsidy process #2 Priority

Additional support for funding opportunities #3 Priority
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Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #1 Priority

Preschool #3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are
most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your
TOP 3):

Respondent skipped this question

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name boo radlye

Email me mail.com
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

teddy bear

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

eats sland

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed amily (home based) child care

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

No staff

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

no staff

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

don t know

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

22
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Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your
child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your
TOP 3):

Respondent skipped this question

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your
child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your
TOP 3):

Respondent skipped this question

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Not Sure #1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Not Sure #1 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops: Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Gnome illage

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

Roberts reek (Electoral rea

)

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed amily (home based) child care

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Other

Q5 Is your child care?: Other (please

specify):

Sole proprietor

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 5

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 2

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

33
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Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

hild care with an indi enous world view,

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

No child is turned away for varied abilities

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Faster licensing time Priority #2

ore information on government re uirements Priority #1

Not sure Priority #3

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#1 Priority

Additional support for funding opportunities #2 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #3 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #2 Priority

arger child care subsidies for families #3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #1 Priority

Sechelt #2 Priority

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D) #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name aren a e

Email aren a e mail.con

Phone Number 604 65002
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

em iman child development center

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

echelt,

sh sh hl irst

ation

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (0 - 36

months)

,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 24

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 4

Q5 Is your child care?: Other (please

specify):

Indigenous government

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 62

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 41

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Cant find licenced teachers

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Cant find licenced teachers
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Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

There arent enough that live on the coast and cost of living to

hight to recruit peopl from off coast

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

hild care with an indi enous world view,

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

Ascd support workers.

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Not sure Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#2 Priority

Additional support for professional development opportunities #3 Priority

Additional support for funding opportunities #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #3 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #2 Priority

Sechelt #1 Priority

sh sh hl First Nation #3 Priority 
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Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

There is no point in building more facilities and creating spaces  if we cant even staff the ones we have. The coat needs to look at the 

affordability of living here. Its time to get serious about affordable housing. People cant afford to live here and uts only getting worse. We

need to be able to attract teachers and to do that they need somwhere to live.

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name ara mckinlay

Email mckinlay secheltnation.net

Phone Number 604 55044
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

ittle Flower Child Development Centre

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

echelt

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 25

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 40

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

We have enough staff to provide childcare at this moment,

but I have a full ECE staff member that will be going on

maternity leave next year and will have to reduce our

numbers by  children if we don t find a replacement staff

member.
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Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

hild care with an indi enous world view

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #3

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #2

Other (please specify): ore funding for upgrading outdoor play space. We would

like to make our playground wheel chair accessible and a

play ground that includes ply spaces for A  children.

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for funding opportunities #3 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #2 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #3 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #2 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Sechelt #3 Priority 

Pender Harbour/Egmont/ adeira Park (Electoral Area A) #2 Priority

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B) #1 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

The importance of funding for upgrading outdoor play spaces. We have pee gravel on our playground and we would like to remove it 

and have the rubber matting so that children with mobility difficulties an be included on all areas of the playground.
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Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name ori- nn asey

Email littleflowerchildcare hotmail.com

Phone Number 604 5342
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Teddy Bear Daycare

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

echelt

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup ulti-a e child care,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

,

chool e are ( efore or after school)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 2

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Before and/or after school

child care for school age

students (5- 2 years)

1

Q5 Is your child care?: ommercial business

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 20

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

10

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

ack of ECE in our community

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

We closed spaces last year due to staff shortages

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

hild care with an indi enous world view,

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

On staff behavioral interventionist, support from speech

therapist.

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #2

Not sure Priority #3

Other (please specify): Funding for playground structures for private centres.

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for professional development opportunities #1 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #2 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #3 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #3 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #2 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Sechelt #1 Priority
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name onyia

Email alittlelife mail.com

Phone Number 604 402 43
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

huckleberry childcare

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 10

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 0

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 2

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

ot

sure

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Extended hours  before 6am or after

pm
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Information on the income opportunities of the different types of

child care

Priority #3

ore information on government re uirements Priority #2

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for funding opportunities #2 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#2 Priority

Facilitating partnerships between child care operations and other

child care services

#3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #2 Priority

Sechelt #1 Priority

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F) #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Gibsons and area community schools

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): chool e are ( efore or after school)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Before and/or after school

child care for school age

students (5- 2 years)

20

Q5 Is your child care?: Public sector (e. . at a recreation center, elementary

school)

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

2

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: If you provide care during Statutory holidays or other

schedules - please specify::

Pro d days

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Direct support on how to set up a child care Priority #3

Information on the income opportunities of the different types of

child care

Priority #2

Not sure Priority #1

Other (please specify): Higher pay

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #1 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #2 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Out of school child care (before and after school care) #1 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #1 Priority

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B) #3 Priority 

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D) #2 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops: Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Natural Connections Childcare Centre

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup ulti-a e child care,

icensed roup hild are (0 - 36

months)

,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 5

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 2

Q5 Is your child care?: ommercial business

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 10

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 6

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es,

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

We have trouble finding staff to work onday and Friday

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Not all teachers want full time.

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

es. We currently support an autistic child and a Downes

Syndrome with help from Supportive Development as well

as a child with speech and language delay.

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #2

Other (please specify): i

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#3 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #2 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #2 Priority

Sechelt #1 Priority
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

We have opted in to the government programs to assist our families. We pay our staff the highest wages on the coast and our lease 

(currently 52 0.00 per month) rises every year. We invested 000.00 to open in 20 . The government now controls our rate 

increases which has left us unable to reduce our debt in a meaningful way. Increased funding will assist us in staying open and viable. 

There also needs to be more appropriate zoning to allow centres. If we could find a spot in or close to Sechelt we would open a second 

centre. We have daily calls from desperate families.

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name aryn enwood

Email arynhenwood mail.com

Phone Number   02 4
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

The Halfmoon Bay Childcare Centre

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

alfmoon ay (Electoral rea )

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 0

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 20

Before and/or after school

child care for school age

students (5- 2 years)

0

Preschool for 30 months to

school age (5- 2 years)

0

Other 0

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 0

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 25

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

0

Preschool for 30 months to

school age (5- 2 years)

0

Total (if unsure of ages) 0

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

not enough ualified staff to allow us to open up to full

capacity
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

ot

sure

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

We need additional supported childcare staffing for three

children (and two additional children on our waist) , ECEs

and ECEAs to meet the basic needs of the centre and then

open up to meet the actual needs of the community

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

We work alongside community services, the ministry,

supported childcare and ancouver Coastal Health to

provide extra individualized programming for children with

extra needs - it s getting harder and harder to do now though

as staffing restraints restrict us from being able to take in

addition children with higher needs until we can find

someone to help support those children

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #3

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #2
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for funding opportunities #1 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #3 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #2 Priority

Other (please specify): We need ualified ECEs to hire, housing they can afford to

live in/rent, and Cap  to support practicum students into all

of the centres on the coast so we all have a chance of hiring

from the niversity student pool and they can experience

multiple centres

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

arger child care subsidies for families #2 Priority

Facilitating partnerships between child care operations and other

child care services

#3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #3 Priority 

Sechelt #2 Priority

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B) #1 Priority

Other areas? (please specify):: and adeira Park - the whole coast is desperate and in

crisis

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

We need to be looking at a long term approach for a standardized training (similar to school teachers), loan pardons (similar to critical 

occupations like nurses) for those of us already in the field, and in general housing issues that impact hiring on the coast as well as the 

urgent immediate needs to funnel Cap  students through their high uality training to all of the centres on the coast, additional help for 

increasing wages for non-profits like ours to entice to more rural areas, and larger gaming grants to childcare centres instead of the 

trend towards smaller ones.
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name enn oile

Email ennhoile yahoo.ca

Phone Number 604 3 22
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Gibsons CA

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (0 - 36

months)

,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 16

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 150

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 100

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

extra supports

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Direct support on how to set up a child care Priority #3

Information on the income opportunities of the different types of

child care

Priority #1

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #2

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for professional development opportunities #3 Priority

Additional support for funding opportunities #2 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #3 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#2 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Sechelt #1 Priority

Pender Harbour/Egmont/ adeira Park (Electoral Area A) #3 Priority 

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D) #2 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name im aurer

Email kim.maurer v.ymca.ca

Phone Number 604 6 45
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

NCC

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup ulti-a e child care

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 Is your child care?: ommercial business

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Respondent skipped this question

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

looking to fill spots of employees that have ust resigned,

using part-time to fill full time

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #3

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #2

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#3 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #1 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #2 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Out of school child care (before and after school care) #3 Priority

arger child care subsidies for families #2 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #2 Priority

Sechelt #1 Priority

Roberts Creek (Electoral Area D) #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

es Petits du Pacifi ue

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

echelt

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 16

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Respondent skipped this question

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question
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Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

hild care in a lan ua e other than En lish (Please list

the lan ua e below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

French

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #2

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #3

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#1 Priority

Additional support for navigating subsidy process #2 Priority

Additional support for funding opportunities #3 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Not Sure #1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Not Sure #1 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Esprit Daycare

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (0 - 36

months)

,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 12

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 16

Q5 Is your child care?: Public sector (e. . at a recreation center, elementary

school)

,

on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 60

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 35

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

We provide the maximum hours that we choose to operate

am-5pm
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Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

,

Please tell us about other languages used, extra support or

other services you provide::

We accept all children for care. With funding mostly provided

by Supported Child Care we provide -  or shared

ECE/ECEA support workers for those children whom re uire

it. We also have staff that speak French, andarin and

apanese but care is for the most part conducted in English

though those languages are used with the some children as

needed. We do not at this time have an approach from an

indigenous world view. We do look at all the cultures that are

a part of our centre and our community.

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore information on funding opportunities Priority #2

ore information on government re uirements Priority #3

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#2 Priority

Additional support for professional development opportunities #3 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #1 Priority
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Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #3 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

If there are other priorities not listed, please let us know:: Goes along with -Higher wages for educators to

bring/keep people in the field working in centres.

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gibsons #1 Priority

Sechelt #2 Priority

Not Sure #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

There is a huge need for more uality childcare on the sunshine coast.

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops:

Name ennifer raun

Email enbraun01 mail.com

Phone Number 604 30046
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Serendipity Child Development Centre

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

Pender arbour E mont adeira Park (Electoral rea

)

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 14

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 3

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Currently one staff member working.

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

we need an other staff person to provide more hours for

child care.

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Need more staff

55
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Direct support on how to set up a child care Priority #3

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #2

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for professional development opportunities #2 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

Out of school child care (before and after school care) #2 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#3 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Gambier Island #3 Priority 

Pender Harbour/Egmont/ adeira Park (Electoral Area A) #1 Priority

West Howe Sound (Electoral Area F) #2 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

E
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

idz Club

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): chool e are ( efore or after school)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Before and/or after school

child care for school age

students (5- 2 years)

20

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

10

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#3 Priority

Additional support for professional development opportunities #1 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #2 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #3 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Not Sure #1 Priority

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with
us at this time?

Respondent skipped this question

Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops: Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Esprit daycare

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed roup hild are (0 - 36

months)

,

icensed roup hild are (30 months to school

a e)

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 12

Child care for 2.5 - 5 years old 16

Q5 Is your child care?: on-profit

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 50

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 50

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

es

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

es

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question
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Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Extra support child care - such as support for different

physical, emotional or developmental abilities. (Please

list below)

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Faster licensing time Priority #3

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #2

ore money for child care subsidies Priority #1

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#3 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #2 Priority

Additional support for children with extra support needs #1 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #2 Priority

Child care for 3-5 year olds #3 Priority

Funding to train and place staff at child care facilities on the

Sunshine Coast

#1 Priority

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Sechelt #1 Priority

Pender Harbour/Egmont/ adeira Park (Electoral Area A) #2 Priority

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B) #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

If they were grants to help daycares expand to allow more children, it would really benefit the Sunshine Coast.
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Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops: Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Name of your childcare facility:

Butterfly alley Child Care

Q2 Where is your childcare facility located? (If you have
more than one location, check all that apply):

ibsons

Q3 our child care facility provides (check all that apply): icensed ulti-a e in-home child care

Q4 What are the ages and number of children that your
license or regulation allows you to provide care for
(please list number of spaces):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 3

Preschool for 30 months to

school age (5- 2 years)

5

Q5 Is your child care?: Other (please

specify):

Owner/operator , sole proprietorship

Q6 If you currently have a waitlist, how many names are
on your waitlist of people looking for child care (please
list numbers waiting):

Child care for 0-3 year olds 30

Child care of 2.5 - 5 years old 6

Before and after school child

care for school age students

(5- 2 years) 

0

Q Are you able to provide the maximum CAPACIT  of
child care spaces that your license or regulations allow?

No.  If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Only one care provider so I keep numbers lower to provide

uality child care

Q Are you able to provide the maximum HO RS of
child care that your license or regulations allow?

No. If no, why not? (please tell us

below):

Only one person so I keep hours reasonable to avoid

burnout and haven t had any families that my hours didnt

work for.
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Q Do you have enough staff with Early Childhood
Education (ECE) training to offer your full amount of
child care services?

ot

sure

Q10 In terms of your schedule, are you able to provide: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Are you able to provide the following services
(check all those that apply):

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 If you could improve the process for setting up your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

ore funding to pay or train staff Priority #1

ore information on government re uirements Priority #2

Q13 If you could improve the support for operating your child care, what would you recommend (Prioritize your TOP
3):

Additional support for substitute child care workers (such as a

service that could provide this)

#1 Priority

Additional support for professional development opportunities #3 Priority

Additional support for children with behavioural challenges #2 Priority

Q14 The Provincial Government would like to fund the creation of new child care spaces throughout the province.
Based on your experience, what should they prioritize (prioritize your TOP 3):

Infant/toddler child care (0-3 years) #1 Priority

If there are other priorities not listed, please let us know:: Increased wages and benefits for ECEs along with more

professional treatment when dealing with government

programs. Wages and the ability

Q15 Where do you think more child care spaces are most needed for the Sunshine Coast (prioritize your TOP 3):

Sechelt #1 Priority

Halfmoon Bay (Electoral Area B) #2 Priority

Not Sure #3 Priority 

Q16 Is there anything else you would like to share with us at this time?

ost of the people on my waitlist (2/3) are seeking child care for  yr old and probably at least half of the people on the waitlist live and 

work in Sechelt
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Q1 Finally - we will be conducting focus groups in late
September/early October and will try to include as many
child care providers as possible. Everything you say on
this survey, or in the focus groups will be kept
confidential and anonymous.Would you be interested in
taking part in a workshop to discuss child care needs
along the Sunshine Coast and opportunities for
improvements?If ES, please provide your name and
contact information below.

Q1 our Contact Information for future workshops: Respondent skipped this question
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

Project intro, focus of interview:
1. Tell me a little about your organization and your role, including how they relate to  
 child care issues.
 
2. From your knowledge of child care in the region, does it seem to you that there are  
 enough child care spaces to meet the demand?
 Prompt: What type of spaces does it seem are in greatest demand:
 a. Infant-Toddler, 3-5 years olds, Before and After School Care?
 b. Group care, licensed family care, or license-not-required care?
 c. Spaces in particular communities of CVRD?
 
3. From your knowledge of child care in the region, are there child care spaces available  
 to meet the needs of all families? For example:
 a. Are there enough Indigenous run daycares, or daycares with appropriate  
   integration of Indigenous world-views, languages, and cultures?
 b. Are there enough care providers with the willingness, training, and ability to provide
   necessary accommodation and support for children with extra support needs?
 c. Are there enough care providers with the capacity to provide French language or  
   bilingual care for Francophone families or families planning for French immersion?
 d. Are there enough care providers with the capacity to accommodate newcomer  
   families who may not have English as a first language, including providing  
   multilingual care?

 
 

 child care?
 
5. Are there any components of child care licensing rules which you would  
 recommend be changed to support growth of child care spaces or improvements  
 to existing services in the CVRD?
 
6. Are there any changes to local bylaws or policies which you would recommend be  
 changed to support growth of child care spaces or improvements to existing  
 services in the CVRD?
 
7. Are there any changes to local availability of early childhood educator training which  
 you would recommend to support growth of child care spaces or improvements to  
 existing services in the CVRD?
 
8.  Do you have any recommendations on how to improve the availability of the number  
 of staff for child care facilities?

9.  If the community focused on expanding child care spaces, what types of care would  
 you see as priorities: group care, licensed family care, or license-not-required care,  
 toddler/infant care, care for 3-5 year olds, before or after school care?
 
10. Do you know of any potential partnerships or locations where there is an opportunity  
 to develop or increase the number of child care spaces in the near future?
 
11. Where geographically should we prioritize having child care spaces?
 

CHILD CARE STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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SUNSHINE COAST CHILD CARE ACTION PLAN

12. We have heard anecdotal stories about a number of unregistered license-not- 
 required daycares in the region, but have had trouble finding many. Do you have any  
 suggestions on how we might contact them?

 
  criminal record check, home inspection, and First Aid certificate.

 
  children than licensing rules would allow (more than 2 children not in a sibling  
  group). Do you think that is accurate? Do you have any suggestions as to how we  
  could support those daycares to register or become licensed?

13. Do you have any other suggestions to shape the local Child Care Action Plans?

CHILD CARE STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Licensed (Regulated) Child Care Options

Group Child Care – group child care centres serve children from 30 months to 
school entry (Grade 1), and children from birth to 36 months (known as infant/
toddler care). Group centres offer year-round, full-day care, typically opening  
between 7:00/8:00 a.m. and closing between 5:00/6:00 p.m. Part-time spaces 
may be available in some centres and some may offer before- or after-kindergarten 
care. ECE required

Group Child Care (School Age) – Group Child Care (School Age) serves school-age 
children (including kindergarten) who require care outside normal school hours. 
Some facilities provide care both before- and after-school; as well, some may 
provide full-day care on days when school is not in session. Full-day, summer 
programs and before- and after-kindergarten care may also be options facilities 
provide to parents. ECE not required

Preschool - A child is eligible for preschool if they are at least 30 months old and 
have not yet entered grade 1. Some preschools provide separate sessions for 3 
and 4 year-olds, while others serve mixed age groups. Preschools are part-day 
programs (maximum four hours), typically operating during the school-year,  
September to June. Some preschools may require parents participate in the  
program some of the time. ECE required

Family Child Care - Licensed family child care is care that is provided by the  
operator in their own home, to children from birth to age 12. Care providers set 
their own hours; most provide full-day care. Part-time spaces and flexible hours 
may be available in some facilities; and some may also offer before- or after- 
school care for kindergarten and school age children. ECE not required

In-Home Multi Age Child Care - In-Home Multi Age Child Care is similar to family 
child care; care is provided by the operator in their own home, to children from 
birth to age 12. Care providers set their own hours; most provide full-day care. 
Part-time spaces and flexible hours may be available and some may also offer  
before- or after-school care for kindergarten and school age children. ECE required

Multi-Age Child Care - Multi Age Child Care is similar to Group Child Care but 
serves children from birth to age 12; children are divided into groups of 8 in a 
group setting. Most programs provide full-day care. ECE required

Occasional Child Care - Occasional child care is care for children who are 18 
months or older. Care is provided on a part time or occasional basis only. A  
maximum of 40 hours per month with no more than 8 hours of care per day. No 
ECE required

A P P E N D I X  D
D E F I N I T I O N S  O F  C H I L D  C A R E 3 2

32  https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/about-bc-s-health-care-system/child-day-care/parents_guide_to_selecting_and_monitoring_child_care_in_bc_june_2016.pdf
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Unlicensed (Unregulated) Child Care Options

License not required (LNR) - LNR child care is care provided by the operator in the care 
providers own home. Care may only be provided for two children or a sibling group, of 
any age that are not related to the care provider. ECE not required

Registered LNR - RLNR child care is also care provided by the operator and located in 
the care providers own home. Like an LNR, care may only be provided for two children 
or a sibling group, of any age that are not related to the child care provider. A child care 
provider who is “registered” has met health and safety requirements, and must continue 
to meet all requirements, with their local CCRR program. Being a RLNR also means 
families that attend the program may be eligible to receive an enhanced Subsidy rate 
which is higher than what an LNR would receive. ECE not required

after your child in your own home. An in-own-home care provider may be called a nanny, 
an au pair or a babysitter. Parents may hire an in own-home care provider directly or 
use a “nanny agency.” ECE not required

A P P E N D I X  D  –  D E F I N I T I O N S  O F  C H I L D  C A R E
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A P P E N D I X  E 
R E L E V A N T  S U N S H I N E  C O A S T  
L O C A L  G O V E R N M E N T  P O L I C Y E

District of Sechelt Zoning Bylaw
10. A Group Day Care facility (maximum eight children) requires approval from the  
 Ministry
 of Health in accordance with the requirements of the Community Care  
 Facilities Act and Child Care Regulation. 

Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw 
to group child care facilities of more than 7 children.
 
“co-housing” means housing consisting of a combination of single family dwellings 
and/or duplexes, but excluding apartments, which are individually owned and  
occupied, and which collectively include or adjoin land, buildings, and structures 
that are owned and used in common. Land, buildings and structures used in  

day-care, recreation facilities, auxiliary offices and meeting rooms, lounge, library, 
workshops, studios, one guest room, greenhouses, outdoor recreation
facilities, open space and other permitted auxiliary uses; 

502 (1) [as required by provincial government] 

In any zone: 

family or child group daycare facilities for the care of not more than seven (?)  
children at one time, including all children under 12 years of age living or being 
cared for in the facility are permitted uses; 

Smart Growth Commitment (in most OCP’s)
1. Build well-designed compact neighbourhoods. Residents can choose to live,  
 work, shop and play in close proximity. People can easily access daily activities,  
 transit is viable, and local businesses are supported. 

Efficient use of infrastructure, including schools 

Synergies with heritage properties (e.g. Japanese School in Vancouver) 

District of Sechelt OCP 

Economic Development 

Support the retention and recruitment of businesses and employees by ensuring 
access to appropriate and affordable housing, childcare and other community 
services. 

Social Wellbeing Policy in OCP 
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Childcare 

10.11 Major new developments, particularly large comprehensive developments or  
major employers, are encouraged to include childcare as part of the development 
plans. The District may identify childcare as a preferred community amenity.
 
10.12 The District of Sechelt supports childcare services through flexibility in the zoning 
bylaw to permit small childcare facilities as home occupations throughout neighbour-
hoods.
 
Half Moon Bay OCP
Pilot innovative housing (e.g. co-housing) 

Allow home based businesses as allowed by the Zoning Bylaw
 
Town of Gibsons OCP
Recreational and Community Services 

8.1.6 Support provision of affordable childcare services throughout the community.
Health, Safety and Well-being 

greater opportunities for women in the workforce along with improved access to child-
care and transportation. 

Also under Economic Development and attracting and retaining young families
 
District of Sechelt ISCP and SCRD Sustainabilty Plan recognize the importance of 
child care

R E L E V A N T  S U N S H I N E  C O A S T  L O C A L  G O V E R N M E N T  P O L I C Y
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT 

TO: Planning and Community Development Committee – March 12, 2020 

AUTHOR: Lynda Fyfe, Planning Technician 

SUBJECT: DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP00047 (SIMOES FOR
BICKERTON) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

THAT the report titled Development Variance Permit Application DVP00047 (Simoes for 
Bickerton) be received;  

AND THAT Development Variance Permit Application DVP00047, to vary Zoning Bylaw 
No. 337, 1990 Section 1021.4 (c) to reduce the required minimum exterior side setback of 
a proposed single family dwelling from 4.5 metres to 0.466 metres, be issued. 

BACKGROUND 

The SCRD has received a Development Variance Permit application for the subject property 
located at 4835 Shady Lane, Pender Harbour (as shown in Figure 1). 

The variance is to reduce the setback from an exterior side parcel line from 4.5 metres to 0.466 
metres for the construction of a new single-family dwelling.  

Table 1 - Application Summary 

Owner / Applicant: Pat Bickerton /Kevin Simoes 

Civic Address: 4835 Shady Lane 

Legal Description: Lot 3 Block A District Lot 3681 Plan 10000 PID: 009-549-315 

Electoral Area: A – Egmont/Pender Harbour 

Parcel Area: 2400m2 

OCP Land Use: Rural Residential A – Egmont/Pender Harbour Official Community Plan - 2018 

Land Use Zone: RU-1A – Rural Residential A - Zoning Bylaw 337, 1990 

Application Intent: To vary the exterior side parcel line by 3.0 metres (from 4.5 m to 0.466 m) for 
the construction of a single family dwelling. 

The purpose of this report is to provide information on the application and obtain direction from 
the Planning and Community Development Committee on moving forward.  

ANNEX B
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

Figure 1 - Location Map 

 

DISCUSSION 

Zoning Bylaw 337 

The applicant is requesting a variance to the required exterior side parcel line setback from 4.5 
metres to 0.466 metres to permit the construction of a single family dwelling, including the 
extent of the roof eaves (see Attachment A). 

The variance would permit the edge of the foundation of the proposed dwelling to be 
constructed 1.5 metres from the east parcel line, which is adjacent to an unconstructed but 
dedicated road providing access to Sakinaw Lake.  

Analysis 

The neighbour at 4845 Shady Lane, located directly to the east side of the subject road 
dedication, is the most likely to be impacted by the variance. The existing 15.3 metre width of 
the road dedication in addition to the 0.466 metre setback proposed by this variance application 
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

provides a buffer to the neighbour at 4845 Shady Lane. This landowner has expressed no 
objections to the proposed variance. 

The proposed single family dwelling is approximately 20.25 metres wide. Without a variance, 
the width of the proposed house would have to be reduced.  

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 

The 4.5 metre minimum setback typically applied to exterior side parcel lines abutting public 
roads is the standard minimum setback required by the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure (MoTI). This setback is intended to ensure that there is sufficient room for 
sightlines and road infrastructure construction without interference from buildings and 
structures. The applicant has received a permit from MoTI that authorizes a 0.466 metre 
setback that accommodates the building layout inclusive of roof eaves. 

The typical sideyard setback for parcels not abutting public roads is 1.5 metres. 

Official Community Plan 

The subject property was originally created through subdivision in 1958. There are four public 
access road dedications leading to Sakinaw Lake from Shady Lane that appear to be dedicated 
in accordance with Section 75 of Land Title Act. OCP Section 2.6.1 (c) states the following 
objective:  
 
“to increase public access to the waterfront of both lakes and the ocean, for example, by 
pursuing the development of road rights-of-way.”  

Figure 2 - Road Dedication Lake Access Points 

  

The road dedication adjacent to the subject property is the easternmost of the four road 
dedications. Although limited by steep topography it has potential to provide trail access to 
Sakinaw Lake in future and the property owner made the DVP application with this 
understanding. There are no plans to develop this road dedication. 
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

Development Permit Requirements 

The property is included within Development Permit Area DPA #4 Riparian Assessment Areas. 
The applicant submitted a Development Permit application including a Riparian Areas 
Regulation Assessment report date October 18, 2019 which has been received and reviewed by 
staff. The assessment report identifies a 30 metre Streamside Protection and Enhancement 
Area (SPEA). The Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) has certified that if the 
development is implemented as proposed (i.e. proposed construction works setback a minimum 
distance of 20 metres from the lake), there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction 
of natural features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian 
assessment area. Two older dwellings currently located within the 30 metre Riparian 
Assessment Area were planned for demolition at the time of this application. The assessment 
report prescribes riparian plantings in the demolition site of the lower cabin. 

The Development Permit has been drafted and is ready for issuance by the Manager of 
Planning and Development subject to the Board authorising issuance of the variance. 
Development Permit conditions specify that all authorized development, including any building 
or part of a building such as a deck or overhang, must be located a minimum of 20 metres from 
the natural boundary of the lake. A conformance statement from the QEP will be required to 
certify that all site works, including riparian restoration are carried out as condition of occupancy. 

Consultation 

The application has been referred to the following groups and agencies for comment.  

Table 1 – Consultation Summary 

Referrals Referral Comments 

SCRD Building Division The building division has no objections. 

SCRD Infrastructure Division The infrastructure division has no objections. 

shíshálh Nation Referral sent on October 3, 2019. No response received. 

Pender Harbour Fire Department The Pender Harbour Fire Department has no objections. 

Table 2 – Advisory Commission Comments  

Referral Comments 

Egmont/Pender Harbour 
Advisory Planning 
Commission  

On July 27, 2019, the Egmont/Pender Harbour APC recommended 
denial of Development Variance application DVP00047 for the following 
reasons: 

- there is no topographical hardship features providing a 
compelling reason for the variance; and 

- more information on the pending development permit 
application determining the riparian setback is needed. 

Note: at the time of referral, the Development Variance request was 
from 4.5 m to 1.5 m. Subsequent clarification with MoTI determined that 
roof eaves needed to be included, reducing the proposed setback to 
0.466 m. Staff have communicated this clarification back to the APC.  
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

Notification of surrounding properties has occurred in accordance with the SCRD Procedures 
and Fees Bylaw 522 and Section 499 of the Local Government Act.  

Referral Comments 

Application for a Development Variance Permit does not require hardship to be demonstrated 
as would be the case for an application to the Board of Variance. 

The QEP assessment report for the proposed development certifies that there will be no harmful 
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions that support fish 
life processes if the proposed construction works are setback a minimum distance of 20 metres 
from the lake. This addresses provincial and SCRD requirements. 

MoTI has issued a permit allowing the proposed setback relaxation. 
 
The 15.3 metre wide road dedication adjacent to the subject property provides a buffer to the 
most impacted neighbour to the east at 4845 Shady Lane. This landowner has expressed no 
objections to the proposed variance. 

The development proposal includes removal of two existing dwellings and a timber staircase, all 
located within 30 metres of Sakinaw Lake. The RAR assessment report prescribes riparian 
restoration in the form of replanting of native shrubs along the shoreline in the location of the 
lower cabin. 

Support for the proposed variance would not impact the ability to develop the adjacent road 
dedication for public access to Sakinaw Lake in future or have any adverse impact on the ability 
to implement Egmont Pender Harbour Official Community Plan Objective 2.6.1 (c), to increase 
public access to waterfront of lakes by pursuing the development of road rights-of-way. 

Options  

Possible options to consider: 

Option 1: Issue the permit. 

This would allow for the exterior side parcel line setback to be varied from 4.5 
metres to 0.466 metres for the construction of a single-family dwelling inclusive of 
roof eaves.  

Planning staff recommend this option.  

Option 2: Deny the permit. 

Zoning Bylaw No. 337 requirement for a 4.5 metre minimum setback from an 
exterior side parcel line would apply.  

STRATEGIC PLAN AND RELATED POLICIES 

Review of the application for the development variance permit supports the SCRD’s strategy of 
engagement and communications. 
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

CONCLUSION 

The applicant is requesting a variance to the required exterior side parcel line setback under 
section 1021.4 (c) of Zoning Bylaw 337, 1990 from 4.5 metres to 0.466 metres in order to permit 
the construction of a new single family dwelling. 

This represents a setback variance of 4.034 metres. 

Planning staff support issuance of the development variance permit.  

Attachments 

Attachment A – Proposed Site Plan  

Attachment B – Riparian Assessment Documents 

 
Reviewed by: 
Manager X – D. Pady Finance  
GM X -  I. Hall Legislative  
CAO X – D. McKinley Other  
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

Attachment A – Proposed Site Plan 

Site Plan: Showing 0.466 metre setback to eastern property line. 
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Development Variance Permit Application DVP000047 (Simoes for Bickerton) Staff Report 

Attachment B – Riparian Assessment Documents 

Setbacks 

 

 

Landscape Plan 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT 

TO: Planning and Community Development Committee – March 12, 2020 

AUTHOR:  Ian Hall, General Manager, Planning and Community Development 

SUBJECT:  LEASE RENEWAL FOR HALFMOON BAY DOCK 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

THAT the report titled Lease Renewal for Halfmoon Bay Dock be received; 

AND THAT the SCRD apply to the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations 
and Rural Development for a replacement tenure to Lease No. 242739 for the Halfmoon 
Bay Dock; 

AND THAT the length of the lease term be for 5 years; 

AND FURTHER THAT the delegated authorities be authorized to sign the replacement 
tenure. 

BACKGROUND 

The SCRD’s lease for the Halfmoon Bay dock expired on June 29, 2019. On February 7, 2020 
the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resources Operations and Rural Development contacted 
the SCRD to submit a replacement application. A requirement of the application is to include an 
SCRD Board resolution endorsing the application. 

DISCUSSION 

In order to maintain the dock for public wharf purposes, it is recommended that an application for 
a replacement tenure be submitted to the Ministry. A management plan for the Halfmoon Bay 
dock will also be submitted as part of the application requirements. 

Options and Analysis  

The application requires selection of the period of proposed use as follows: 

• 2 years or less
• 2-5 years
• 5-10 years
• 10-30 years
• More than 30 years

ANNEX C
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2020-Mar-12 PCD Report Lease Renewal for Halfmoon Bay Dock 

Most recently, the SCRD has renewed dock leases for 5 years, with the last lease for Halfmoon 
Bay dock being from 2014 - 2019. The Ministry has expressed preference for longer than 5 year 
leases due to administrative resources. However, as the financing and sustainability of the 
SCRD’s ports service is regularly reviewed, it is recommended that the length of the lease term 
be maintained at the current practice of 5 years.  
 
Organizational and Intergovernmental Implications  

None. Renewing the lease will maintain status quo service. 

Financial Implications 

The application fee of $262.50 can be accommodated within the operating budget. 
 
Future financial implications as a result of new public sector accounting standards for asset 
retirement obligations will be further explored once the final lease is received from the province.  
As this is a water lease, the implication is expected to be minimal.     
 
Communications Strategy 

None planned; status quo service will be maintained. 

STRATEGIC PLAN AND RELATED POLICIES 

Renewal of this lease aligns with SCRD’s strategic priority around Infrastructure Management, 
ensuring that built assets serve residents. 
 
CONCLUSION 

The lease for the Halfmoon Bay dock has expired and requires renewal in order to continue 
operating the dock for public wharf purposes. It is recommended that the replacement 
application be submitted to the Ministry indicating a 5-year period of proposed use. 

 

Reviewed by: 
Manager  Finance X – T. Perreault 
GM X – I. Hall Legislative  
CAO X – D. McKinley Risk Management X - V. Cropp 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

AREA A - EGMONT/PENDER HARBOUR 
 ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

February 26, 2020 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AREA ‘A’ ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
HELD AT THE PENDER HARBOUR SECONDARY SCHOOL, 13639 SUNSHINE COAST HIGHWAY, 
MADEIRA PARK, BC 

PRESENT: Chair Alan Skelley 
Vice Chair Peter Robson 
Members Tom Silvey 

Jane McOuat 
Yovhan Burega 
Gordon Politeski 
Alex Thomson 
Janet Dickin  

ALSO PRESENT: Electoral Area A Director Leonard Lee 
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Recording Secretary Kelly Kammerle 
Public 4 

REGRETS: Members Gordon Littlejohn 
Dennis Burnham 
Catherine McEachern 
Sean McAllistar 

CALL TO ORDER 7:00 p.m. 

ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

Peter Robson was nominated as Chair and was elected by acclamation. 
Vice Chair position has been tabled until the March meeting. 

AGENDA The agenda was adopted as presented. 

DELEGATIONS 
Nicole Huska, applicant for First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

Lorna Vanderhaeghe, applicant, Amy Adams, Architect and Kai Jenkins, Contractor 
Development variance Permit Application DVP00054 (Vanderhaeghe) 

MINUTES 

Area A Minutes 

The Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of January 29, 2020 were approved as 
circulated. 

ANNEX D
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Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) Advisory Planning Commission Minutes – February 26, 2020 
   Page 2 

The following minutes were received for information: 

• Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of January 28, 2020  
• Planning and Community Development Committee Minutes of January 9, 2020 

 
REPORTS 
 
First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 
 

• Presentation received with information, but feel this is an Area B issue and will withhold any 
recommendations. 

 
Development Variance Permit Application DVP00054 (Vanderhaeghe) 
 

• As per the Planning Department this item has been pulled from the agenda until an updated 
report is presented to the APC. 

• Applicant presented to the APC her issues and concerns in dealing with the Variance. 
 

 
NEW BUSINESS  
 
Proposed Name Change for Madeira Park 
 
The APC would like to comment that they are opposed to the name change Madeira Park to Salalus 
and feel there has been no consultation with the community.  This APC recommends English names 
first on highway signs. 
 
Development Variance Permit DVP00047 (Simoes for Bickerton) 
 
Received for information from the Planning Department. 
 

• Development Variance Permit DVP00047 (Simoes for Bickerton), an application to vary the 
exterior side yard setback from 4.5 m to 1.5 m, was considered by the Area A APC at a July 
31 2019 meeting. Staff subsequently identified that with the inclusion of roof eaves, the 
proposed dwelling would extend one additional metre toward the exterior side parcel line. A 
change to the proposed variance will be made to reflect this. Staff are taking into account the 
APCs comments in making their report. 

 
DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
 
The Director’s report was received. 
 
NEXT MEETING March 25, 2020   

ADJOURNMENT 8:30 p.m.  
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

AREA B - HALFMOON BAY 
ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

February 25, 2020  
____________________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AREA B ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
HELD IN THE COOPERS GREEN COMMUNITY HALL AT COOPERS GREEN PARK, 5500 
FISHERMAN ROAD, HALFMOON BAY, BC 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

PRESENT: Chair Frank Belfry 

Members Elise Rudland 
Eleanor Lenz 
Alda Grames 
Catherine Onzik 
Bruce Thorpe 
Jim Noon 
Marina Stjepovic 
Barbara Bolding 
(Recorder) 

ALSO PRESENT: Electoral Area B Director Lori Pratt  
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Public  1 

REGRETS Members Nicole Huska 
Dieter Greiner 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

CALL TO ORDER:  7:00 p.m.   

Meeting minutes taken by an APC member. 

ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

Frank Belfry accepted the nomination to chair of the APC and was acclaimed. 
Barbara Bolding accepted the nomination to vice chair of the APC and was acclaimed. 

AGENDA:  The agenda was adopted as circulated 

MINUTES 

Area B Minutes 

The Area B APC minutes of January 28, 2020 were adopted as presented. 

Minutes 

The following minutes were received for information: 

• Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of January 29, 2020

ANNEX E
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

• Planning and Community Development Committee Minutes of January 9, 2020 
 
REPORTS 
 
First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 
 
Kelsey Oxley, delegate on behalf of Nicole Huska and Secret Cove Heights informed the 
committee that the current issue for consideration is site specific rezoning and that Dynamic 
Rural Zoning was not part of the application. 

 
Key points arising from a lengthy discussion amongst all members include: 

 
• Zoning for small lots in the area contradicts the OCP. 
• Spot zoning for small lots sets an unacceptable precedent for the area. 
• Densification should be closer to a commercial hub, not on the edge of forested land. 
• Potential problems of arsenic in wells and poor soil need to be considered.  
• The concept of a “Dynamic Rural Zone” has potential, but not in this location. 
• SCRD rather than a proponent should be looking at Dynamic Rural Zoning. 
• In the Dynamic Rural Zone as described, lot coverage could be problematic i.e. 35% 

house plus 50% greenhouse.  
• This is the third time that the issue of subdivision (with “Dynamic Rural Zoning”) for this 

particular property has come to the APC.  It has been rejected twice.  The APC 
questioned why this proposal has gone to first reading in light of recommendations from 
both the APC and SCRD staff. 

 
Recommendation No. 1 First reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove 
Heights) 
 
For the reasons stated in the Report, the Halfmoon Bay APC supports Option A of the Staff 
Report to the Planning and Community Development Committee—January 9, 2020 to abandon 
the Zoning Bylaw and the OPC amendment as proposed.    
 
Recommendation No. 2 Dynamic Rural Zone  
 
The Halfmoon Bay APC recommends that further investigation into the concept of a Dynamic 
Rural Zone and be supported and that the issue be referred to the SCRD Planning Department 
rather than the proponent, for study and potential integration into the regional growth strategy. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
The Notice of BCTS Operations Plan was received 
 
DIRECTORS REPORT 
 
The Director’s report was received.   
 
NEXT MEETING March 24, 2020 
 
ADJOURNMENT 9:00 p.m. 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

ROBERTS CREEK (AREA D)  
ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

February 24, 2020 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE ROBERTS CREEK (AREA D) ADVISORY PLANNING 
COMMISSION MEETING HELD IN THE ROBERTS CREEK LIBRARY READING ROOM LOCATED 
AT 1044 ROBERTS CREEK ROAD, ROBERTS CREEK, B.C. 

PRESENT: Chair Mike Allegretti 
Members Chris Richmond 

Alan Comfort 

ALSO PRESENT:  Electoral Area D Director Andreas Tize  
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Recording Secretary Vicki Dobbyn  
Public 2 

REGRETS: Members Meghan Hennessy 
Danise Lofstrom 
Marion Jolicoeur 

ABSENT: Members Gerald Rainville  
Dana Gregory   
David Kelln  
Nicola Kozakiewicz 
Paul Tingley 

CALL TO ORDER 7:06 p.m. 

AGENDA The agenda was adopted as presented 

ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR: 

Mike Allegretti was acclaimed as Chair.  There were no members present willing to stand for Vice 
Chair so this will be brought back to the next meeting. 

MINUTES 

Roberts Creek (Area D) APC minutes of December 16, 2019 were approved as circulated. 

The following minutes were received for information: 

• Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of January 29, 2020
• Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of January 28, 2020

ANNEX F
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Roberts Creek (Area D) Advisory Planning Commission Minutes of February 24, 2020 Page | 2 

• Elphinstone (Area E) APC Minutes of January 29, 2020  
• West Howe Sound (Area F) APC Minutes of January 28, 2020 
• Planning and Community Development Committee Minutes of December 12, 2019 & January 9, 

2020.  
 

REPORTS  
 
First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights)  
 
Key points of discussion: 
 
• Agent for the applicant, reviewed highlights of the proposal.  
• There was a public information session in April 2019. First reading was in January 2020 
• There will be a page on the SCRD website and SCRD Facebook page for public input which 

should be up by February 28, 2020. It will include an email address for the applicant.  
• This was first proposed in 2017, and the Planning Dept at the time recommended a new land use 

zone was the best way to approach this. 
• Dynamic Rural Zone proposal was created to facilitate home-based businesses. 
• Landscape buffer was recommended by Area D APC which has now been included.  
• Restrictions on sound, odor and light pollution have also been added based on public input.  
• 11 of 12 neighbours have signed support letter.  
• 2.5 hectare is minimum parcel size for wells. Property is already in garbage and fire protection 

areas. 
• What is the interest in this proposal in relation to Roberts Creek? There is a risk that it would 

happen above the highway in Roberts Creek. 
• This new zoning could be included in any area but would have to go through the amendment 

process. 
• Can you covenant uses?  
• How much of a precedent would it be in a community with a different OCP? 
• If it had been site specific zoning it wouldn’t have come to the other Area’s APCs.  
• A member spoke in favour of the concept, noting that we would have the choice in Roberts Creek 

to use it or not and that we should have trust in the public system of applications and 
amendments.  

• Another member spoke in favour of the proposal. 
• A member raised the following two issues from the report: On page 28 of the agenda package 

(page 5 of the Staff Report of January 9, 2020) staff noted that “The proposed development site 
for Secret Cove Heights clearly does not conform to this land use pattern and policies of the OCP. 
The site is part of previous subdivisions that resulted in an isolated cluster of a dozen of four 
hectare lots in this area. These lots are an anomaly to the OCP land use pattern. Subdividing 
these lots into smaller lots will further increase density and contradict OCP policies. The current 
lack of densification proposals in suitable areas as identified in the OCP does not support 
development in an area that is inconsistent with the OCP.”  It also states on this page “The subject 
lands and surrounding areas are currently zoned RU2 (Rural Two). The proposed site-specific 
uses are a mix of rural, residential, home-based business and agricultural uses which are similar 
to uses permitted in the RU2 zone. However, the proposed 1-ha minimum lot size for subdivision 
purpose is much smaller than the current requirement of 4 ha in Subdivision District I. Increasing 
subdivision density by reducing minimum lot size in this area is contradictory to OCP policies as 
discussed above.” On page 29 of agenda package (page 6 of Staff Report), staff noted “Despite 
being within the SCRD refuse collection service area and fire protection area, the impact of the 
proposed density increase on these services will need to be further investigated if the application 
proceeds.” 
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• There is no guarantee that property will be used as intended.  
• Parcel coverage seems large.  
• If the SRCD decides to create the Dynamic Rural Zone, Secret Cove Heights would then have to 

apply for re-zoning as a separate process.  
• If this comes to be, any application to rezone should conform to the intentions of the Roberts 

Creek OCP. 
• How does the application conflict or coincide with the Halfmoon Bay OCP?  
• How much merit does it have for the whole coast? 
• How good is the process of OCP creation when only some select few are creating it? Is this the 

case in Halfmoon Bay? In Roberts Creek? [There is debate on the most effective way to get 
public input – meetings work for some members of the public but aren’t accessible to all members 
due to issues such as transportation and child care.  Social media is effective for some members 
of the public but not all.]  

• Should we define “rural character” better to clarify what it means?  
• How much of a precedent does an application in Halfmoon Bay create, with a different OCP, 

considering there will still be a need for a rezoning application, based on our OCP?  
• Does location matter in the age of e-commerce? (Is it okay to be 2.5 kilometres from the 

highway?) 
• Should we define rural character more specifically in the OCPs? 
 
There were no recommendations. 
 
DIRECTORS REPORT 
 
The Director’s Report was received 
  
NEXT MEETING         Monday, March 16, 2020  
 
ADJOURNMENT 8:45 pm  
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT  
 

AREA E – ELPHINSTONE 
ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

 
February 26, 2020 

  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AREA E ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
HELD AT FRANK WEST HALL, 1224 CHASTER ROAD, ELPHINSTONE, BC  
  
 
PRESENT: Chair Mary Degan 
    
 Members Rod Moorcroft  
  Dougald Macdonald 
  Nara Brenchley 
  Rick Horsley 
  Karen Mahoney 
  Ursula Dragowska 
 
ALSO PRESENT: Electoral Area E Director  Donna McMahon 
       Non-Voting Board Liaison)  
 Recording Secretary Diane Corbett 
 Public 1  
 
REGRETS: Members Anne Cochran 
  Mike Doyle 
 
ABSENT: Member Bob Morris   
 
 
CALL TO ORDER  7:02 p.m. 

ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

Mary Degan was appointed Chair by acclamation. 

Rod Moorcroft was appointed Vice Chair by acclamation. 

AGENDA    

The agenda was adopted as presented.  

DELEGATIONS 

Kelsey Oxley regarding First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

Kelsey Oxley, on behalf of project manager Nicole Huska for Secret Cove Heights Development 
Inc., explained that the application would not be dealing with the Rural Dynamic Zone as 
originally intended, but rather would be looking at a site-specific bylaw amendment in Area B. 

ANNEX G
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The SCRD staff had decided to review the Rural Dynamic Zone further as a concept, potentially 
for a future pilot project. 

MINUTES 

Area E Minutes  

The Area E APC minutes of November 27, 2019 were approved as circulated, 

Minutes  

The following minutes were received for information: 

• Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of November 27, 2019 & January 29, 
2020    

• Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of November 26, 2019 & January 28, 2020    
• Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of November 18 & December 16, 2019    
• West Howe Sound (Area F) APC Minutes of November 26, 2019  
• Planning and Community Development Committee Minutes of November 14 & 

December 12, 2019 & January 9, 2020    

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

Area E APC Minutes of November 27, 2019 

Regarding the APC request for further information on private roads, the Chair advised that an 
email had been received from staff. Staff had explained that, in the case of the proposed 
subdivision layout, the private road would be the common property of the lot owners and 
managed by the strata corporation for the subdivision, which would be responsible for repair 
and maintenance of the road and arranging services like garbage pickup. There would be an 
implied easement for the passage of services to each strata lot. 

REPORTS 

First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights)  

The Elphinstone APC received the staff report regarding Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret 
Cove Heights). Members considered challenges in developing affordable housing on the 
Sunshine Coast. There was discussion of the “Rural Dynamic Zone”, designed to create 
commercial and economic growth, food security, and job security. Concerns expressed 
regarding the Rural Dynamic Zone included:  

• water use by clusters of development; 
• importance of experimentation to learn and to move forward with new ways of 

development. 

Recommendation No. 1   Sustainable Development 

The APC recommended support for the exploration of sustainable ways to develop subdivisions 
that would maintain rural character and support the potential of local farming, employment and 
especially the potential for bringing off coast money into rural properties through the technology 
sector. It is important to examine ways to deal with the housing crisis and how we can develop 
affordably and sustainably so that young families can afford to live here. 
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NEW BUSINESS 

Notice of BCTS Operations Plan  

The notice of BCTS Operations Plan was received for information. The APC looks forward to 
the staff analysis of the Operations Plan. 

DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

The Director’s report was received. 

NEXT MEETING Wednesday, March 25, 2020 

ADJOURNMENT 8:35 p.m. 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

AREA F – WEST HOWE SOUND 
ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

February 25, 2020 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE WEST HOWE SOUND (AREA F) ADVISORY PLANNING 
COMMISSION MEETING HELD AT ERIC CARDINALL HALL, 930 CHAMBERLIN ROAD, 
WEST HOWE SOUND, BC 

PRESENT: Chair Fred Gazeley 

Members Doug MacLennan 
Susan Fitchell 
Gretchen Bozak 
Kate-Louise Stamford 
(by phone) 
John Rogers 

ALSO PRESENT: Director, Electoral Area F Mark Hiltz 
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Recording Secretary Diane Corbett 
Public 6 

ABSENT: Member Bob Small 

CALL TO ORDER  7:01 p.m. 

AGENDA   The agenda was adopted.  

ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 

Gretchen Bozak was appointed Chair. 

Susan Fitchell was appointed Vice Chair. 

DELEGATIONS 

Nicole Huska regarding First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

The applicant on behalf of Secret Cove Heights Development Inc., advised the APC that she 
had realized that the staff report and proposed bylaws considered by the Board at first reading 
pertain to OCP and zoning amendments specific to the subject site, and the Dynamic Rural 
Zone created along with the proposed development was brought forward for broader community 
discussion as other electoral areas have similar land use situations, but did not form part of the 
proposed bylaws. The applicant discussed background on the development application process. 

ANNEX H
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Colleen O’Toole et al. regarding West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 
640.3 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.188 (O’Toole)  

The applicant and associate title-holders addressed the APC regarding a proposal to facilitate a 
cluster housing development on a bare-land strata subdivision of 10 lots, located on North Road 
in the “Gateway Neighbourhood” in a Rural One (RU1) Zone. Points included: 

• Application addresses issue of housing affordability with proposal to do small homes and 
potential donation of a lot to Habitat for Humanity.  

• Designation of 50% green space; visual buffers; proximity to transit and existing parks; 
conservation of big trees. 

• Positive response of neighbours. 
• Value of community building and inter-connectivity. 
• Public Information Meeting at Cardinall Hall, March 2, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

West Howe Sound (Area F) Minutes  

The West Howe Sound (Area F) APC minutes of November 26, 2019 were approved as 
circulated. 

Minutes  

The following minutes were received for information: 

• Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of November 27, 2019 & January 29, 
2020    

• Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of November 26, 2019 & January 28, 2020    
• Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of November 18 & December 16, 2019  
• Elphinstone (Area E) APC Minutes of November 27, 2019    
• Planning and Community Development Committee Minutes of November 14 & 

December 12, 2019 and January 9, 2020    

REPORTS 

First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights)  

The APC discussed the staff report regarding First Reading of Bylaw Nos. 310.174 and 675.3 
(Secret Cove Heights). The following points were noted: 

• Support for the concept. 
• The RV park concept is becoming full-time housing for people. 
• A number of large undeveloped properties in Area F (such as YWCA Endowment Lands) 

that had proposals for subdivision and development have been sold to foreign buyers 
who have no intention to develop the land, making the land unavailable to local 
residents. SCRD needs to come up with innovative ways for affordable housing, and 
soon, or land will be bought up by foreign buyers. People want access to affordable land 
and housing; there need be some smaller lots. 

• The only reason the APC became involved in discussion of this application is because of 
discussed the Rural Dynamic Zone, which could affect the Zoning Bylaw. Why is the 
APC now reviewing this modified application? 

• The site-specific approach is a much simpler, less complicated approach.  
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Recommendation No. 1 First Reading Bylaw Nos. 310.174 & 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights)  

 
The West Howe Sound APC recommended that the APC has no objections for a proposal for a 
site-specific amendment. 

West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 640.3 and Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No. 310.188 (O’Toole)  

The APC discussed the staff report regarding West Howe Sound Official Community Plan 
Amendment Bylaw 640.3 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.188 (O’Toole).  

The following points were noted: 

• Suggestion to place a covenant on title acknowledging that location is within an 
agricultural area. 

• Support the concept. Love the concept. 
• Nice location near bus and ferry. 
• Inquiry about costs of development. 
• This model is the future. The cost of land and building is unaffordable. These people are 

looking at an affordable way to share costs and end up with a home. 
• Need for more trailer parks. 
• Concern about setting a precedent in creating density in a rural area. How do we 

determine the permitted density of the lot? Do you want this next to your RU2 property? 
• Maybe this will be an impetus to change the thinking and the bylaws. The greater 

community needs to be involved in how many lots you can put into a one-acre property.  
• It has to have buy-in. 
• Proposals like this need to happen. Concept sounds great. 
• Due to proximity to the ferry there will be pressure on lands around Langdale to go to 

smaller lot subdivisions within the next decade. 
• Need to see the proper application with specifics of how to get from A to B. 

Recommendation No. 2  West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 
640.3 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.188 (O’Toole)  

The West Howe Sound APC recommended support for the concept as put forward, but has 
some questions about the issue of density on rural properties. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Notice of BCTS Operations Plan  

Notice of the BCTS Operations Plan was received for information. 

DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

The Director’s report was received. 

NEXT MEETING Tuesday, March 24, 2020 

ADJOURNMENT  8:55 p.m. 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT  

AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

February 25, 2020 

MINUTES FROM THE AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING HELD IN THE CEDAR 
ROOM AT THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, 
SECHELT, BC 

PRESENT: Chair Paul Nash 

Members Gretchen Bozak 
Raquel Kolof (part) 
Jon Bell 
Gerald Rainville 
Erin Dutton 
David Morgan 
Barbara Seed 
Faye Kiewitz 

ALSO PRESENT: Electoral Area F Director Mark Hiltz 
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Electoral Area E Director Donna McMahon 
(Non-Voting Board Liaison) 

Senior Planner Yuli Siao  
Water Conservation Assistant Jen Callaghan (part) 
Recording Secretary Genevieve Dixon 
Public 4 

CALL TO ORDER  3:32 p.m. 

AGENDA The agenda was adopted as follows:  

DELEGATION 

Angela Boss, Regional Agrologist (Sea to Sky/Central Fraser Valley) B.C., Ministry of Agriculture 

Key points of discussion: 

• Support local government by reviewing referrals at meetings.
• The land use inventory results will be presented to the SCRD Board and staff in May 2020.
• Visits to the Sunshine Coast will be based on demand.

ANNEX I
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MINUTES  

Recommendation No. 1 AAC Meeting Minutes of January 28, 2020 

The Agricultural Advisory Committee recommended that the meeting minutes of January 28, 2020 
be received and adopted as presented. 

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES AND UNFISNIHED BUSINESS 

• Note for staff to send clarification to AAC members if farmers are eligible to get the additional 
$500.00 water harvesting rebate, if already received the first $500.00 rebate.  

REPORTS 

First Reading of Bylaw No.s 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

Key points of discussion: 

• Senior Planner gave a brief introduction on the proposed bylaw and OCP amendments. 
• Dynamic rural zoning being proposed. 
• Rural land covered up by 50% by greenhouses and 35% for other structures the land for 

farming will be reduced for future use. 
• Not ALR land. 
• No concrete flooring in greenhouses. 
• One hectare lots. (2 ½ acres) 
• Chickens for personal use and could obtain a Class D/E license for abattoir for local sales. 
• Small scale agriculture is the future. 
• No issues from an agriculture perspective. 
• Could be farm implications from land alterations near farmland in the close proximity. 

Recommendation No. 2 First Reading of Bylaw No.s 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

The Agricultural Advisory Committee recommends and supports commercial farming in addition to 
personal use in this rural dynamic zone.  

Recommendation No. 3 First Reading of Bylaw No.s 310.174 and 675.3 (Secret Cove Heights) 

The Agricultural Advisory Committee supports the proposal as presented with the condition that the 
combined coverage of all buildings, structures and impermeable surfaces not exceed 50% lot 
coverage. 

West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 640.3 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 
310.188 (O’Toole) 

Key points of discussion:  

• The Senior Planner gave a brief introduction on the proposed bylaw and OCP amendments. 
• Proposed buffer on the east side of the property is five metres wide. 
• Property is adjacent to farmland. Future property buyers should be made aware of 

agricultural noise around this property. 
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Recommendation No. 4 West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 640.3 
and Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.188 (O’Toole) 

The Agricultural Advisory Committee supports the staff report as presented. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Notice of BCTS Operations Plan 

• Received as information 

New Residential Options Proposed for Agricultural Land 

• Staff to add onto March agenda package.  

 
NEXT MEETING Tuesday, March 24, 2020  
ADJOURNMENT 5:11 p.m. 
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January 23, 2020

C)

Chair and Board
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

0

FILE cOp’

D

File: 10280-60 (92G/05,
92F/09)

Dear Chair and Board:

The BC Geographical Names Office has received proposals from shishálh Nation to change or
adopt names for several geographical features in the shishálh swiya/Sunshine Coast Area. At
this time, we are inviting comments on three proposed names as detailed in Appendix A and
shown on the attached map. For additional information and audio recordings of the names visit
their name records on the BC Geographical Names Web App.

These features are within or forms a portion of the boundary of the shIshálh swiya and
traditional territory of several other First Nations and is within or near the border of local
governments, so it is important to ascertain a) if there are other known traditional names for
these features, and b) that the proposed names reflect the heritage values in the area.

Before considering adoption of these names, may I have your advice and comments? In
particular, is there any reason why these names would not be appropriate for these features?

Adoption of these names would not prejudice legitimate claims to the land.

Thank you in advance for your comments. Your response before 23 April 2020 would be
appreciated.

Kind regards,

Carla Jack
Provincial Toponymist
Carla.Jack@gov.bc.ca
778 698-4183

Enclosure

Ministry of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development

Heritage Branch
BC Geographical Names Office
Geographical.namesgov.bc.ca

Mailing Address:
P0 Box 9818 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9W3
www.gov.bc.ca/bcheritage
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Appendix A: Proposed Names 
 

1. Change the name of Madeira Park to “salalus” for a community on the SE side of 
Pender Harbour.  
• “salalus” is the she shashishalhem name for this place, refers to the entrance to 

the channel/canoe pass, harvesting/fishing sites and village located at and near 
what is now Sechelt Band Land 20, Madeira Park. (Advice from the shíshálh 
Nation Stewardship and Territorial Land Management Division, 2019). 

• The centre point of this place is located at: 49.619444, -124.022778. 
• Name record: http://apps.gov.bc.ca/pub/bcgnws/names/73701.html 

 
2. Change the name of Wilson Creek (community) to “ts'uḵw'um” for a community on 

the E side of the Strait of Georgia, at Mission Point.  
• “ts'uḵw'um” is the she shashishalhem name for this place, it is an important 

shíshálh Nation village site. Ts’ukw’um’s exact meaning/origin is not known. 
(Advice form the shíshálh Nation Stewardship and Territorial Land Management 
Division, 2019). 

• The centre point of this place is located at: 49.448056, -123.724722. 
• Name record: http://apps.gov.bc.ca/pub/bcgnws/names/73722.html 

 
3. Change the name of Wilson Creek to “ts'uḵw'um” for a creek that flows SW into the 

Strait of Georgia.  
• “ts'uḵw'um” is the she shashishalhem name for this creek and its surrounding 

area, an important shíshálh Nation village site was located on the creek. 
Ts’ukw’um’s exact meaning/origin is not known. (Advice form the shíshálh Nation 
Stewardship and Territorial Land Management Division, 2019). 

• The mouth of this creek is located at: 49.438333, -123.709722.  
• Name record: http://apps.gov.bc.ca/pub/bcgnws/names/73741.html 

 
 
cc: BC Parks Penelakut Tribe  

Cowichan Tribes qathet Regional District  
District of Sechelt Rec Sites and Trails BC  
Halalt First Nation Stz'uminus First Nation  
Hydrographic Service  Sunshine Coast Search and Rescue  
Lake Cowichan First Nation Water Authorization  
Lyackson First Nation  
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Copyright/Disclaimer

Proposed Names
BC Geographical Names

CAUTION: Maps obtained using this site are not 
designed to assist in navigation. These maps may be 
generalized and may not reflect current conditions. 
Uncharted hazards may exist. DO NOT USE THESE 
MAPS FOR NAVIGATIONAL PURPOSES.

Key Map of British Columbia

The material contained in this web site is owned by the 
Government of British Columbia and protected by 
copyright law. It may not be reproduced or redistributed 
without the prior written permission of the Province of 
British Columbia. To request permission to reproduce 
all or part of the material on this web site please 
complete the Copyright Permission Request Form 
which can be accessed through the Copyright 
Information Page. 
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BRITISH JAN 27
CoLuMBIA

CHIEF ADMiNT

File: 1 8046-40/DSC/03-Annual Op Plans/2020

January 27th 2020

Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, British Columbia
VON 3A1

Sent via Email: Julie.Clark(scrd.bc.ca

Re: BC Timber Sales Sunshine Coast 2020-2024 Operational Plan

Dear Board Members:

BC Timber Sales’ (BCTS) Sunshine Coast 2020-2024 Operating Plan is now available. We
are seeking comments from stakeholders within the Sunshine Coast Resource District (SCRD)
as part of BCTS’ information sharing process with the SCRD.

BCTS plays an integral role in the implementation of government’s Forestry Revitilaztion
Plan and suports Ministry of Forests Lands and Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development’s (FLNRORD) goal of providing British Columbians with sustainable benefits
from the commercial use of public forests. High-quality forest and environmental
management practices are integral to the BCTS mandate and the way it conducts business.

We are seeking comments specific to newly proposed operations in the 2020-2024 Operating
Plan. The Operating Plan maps display planned cutblocks, road locations and ancillary log
handling sites. Cut-blocks are illustrated with a solid colour that corresponds to a planned year
of harvest. The planned year of harvest is an approximation and subject to change to allow for
scheduling flexibilty. Cut-blocks that have appeared on previous BCTS operational plans are
shown with a solid border. New (proposed) cut-blocks are shown with a dashed border, these
are what we’re soliciting comments on so that we can address your comments early in the
planning process. The gross area is mapped for all cutblocks. The gross area includes Wildlife
Tree Retention Areas (WTRAs), riparian reserves, and other buffers or reserves that may be
required depending on the site. Site specific comments, such as trail locations or concerns
with potential impacts to identified scenic areas, can help BCTS relate your comments to our
operations so we are better abled to discuss mitigation stategies that might be employed to the
values you identify.

Page 1 of2

Ministry of Forests, Lands, BC Timber Sales 46360 Airport Road Telephone: 604-702-5700
Natural Resource Operations and Chinook Business Area Chilliwack, BC V2P 1A5 Fax: 604-702-5711
Rural Development Timber Sales Office
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For this information sharing process, spatial data (kmz and shapefiles) and maps are available
here: https ://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/bc-timber-sales/fsp/sunshine-
coast. You can also find our sales schedule, which is updated quarterly, available here:
https ://www. for. gov.bc.ca/ftp/tchlextemal/! publishlsales schedule/.

We are organizing an enhanced public engagement process for Timber Sale Licence (TSL)
A91376, located north of Reed Rd. The process will include the area identified on the Mount
Elphinstone map as a green polygon labeled “Area of Enhanced Public Engagement”. This is
a multi-step process which we would like your group to participate in. I will be in touch
regarding a time and date for us to meet.

Please contact me if you require further information or have any questions. I can be reached at
Amanda.Girard(gov.bc.ca or (778) 572-1800. Please provide any comments you might have
concerning our Operational Plan by April 27th, 2020. Thank you for your time.

Yours truly,

Amanda Girard, MRM
Planning Forester
BC Timber Sales
Chinook Business Area

cc: Ian.Hall(scrd.ca; Dave.Pady(áscrd.ca

Enclosure(s): BCTS Sunshine Coast Operating Plan Data Table for the SCRD
BCTS Operating Plan Maps included:
Brittain East
Brittain West
Granville
Haslam North
Homfray
Lois South
McNair Rainy
Mount Elphinstone
Mount Pearkes
North Lake
Sechelt North
Sechelt South
Theodosia South
Redonda
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